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MEETING REPORT

1 Introduction

In 1992 the CRP on "Management of Ageing of Motor Operated Isolating Valve" was
approved as a part of CRPs on "Pilot Studies on Management of Ageing of Nuclear Power
Plant Components".

The following objectives for the CRP were agreed:

1. To improve understanding of MOV ageing mechanisms and effects, and thus help
assure functionality of MOVs under both normal operating and accident conditions.

2. To identify effective and practical methods for monitoring of MOV ageing capable of
timely detection of MOV anomalies attributable to age related degradation.

3. To develop guidelines for risk and reliability assessment of MOV ageing.

4. To improve MOV qualification methods and formulate MOV qualification guidelines.

5. To establish guidelines for effective MOV maintenance to alleviate ageing effects and
concerns.

The following tasks were suggested for implementation:

Understanding of MOV ageing,
Monitoring of MOV ageing,
Risk and reliability assessment of MOV ageing
MOV qualification methods and guidelines
Guidelines for MOV maintenance.

Organizations from Finland. Canada, India, Czech Republic, Russia and Germany have
submitted proposals for research agreements in the subject area. Organizations from France,
Sweden and the United States of America have indicated their interest in the operation and
development. The Nuclear Energy Agency (OECD/NEA) will be invited to participate. Actual
participants will be organized in a CRP network to facilitate co-operative work.

The objective of the Consultants' meeting held from 7 to 10 December 1993, Helsinki/Espoo,
Finland was to prepare a background and implementation plan for the CRP. National reports
on research topics were also presente

2 Summaiy of the meeting

The meeting was held at the Technical Research Centre of Finland, VTT, Espoo. The meeting
was opened with brief presentations by the Director of the Laboratory of Electrical and
Automation Engineering of VTT, Professor Wahlstrõm, and Mr. Kossilov from the
International Atomic Energy Agency, the coordinator of the Coordinated Research Programme.



Professor Wahlstrõm welcomed the participants and focused on the capabilities of the
Research Centre and he identified some of the projects that have been worked on at VTT.
Mr. Kossilov welcomed the CRP members and discussed the meeting agenda. The members

agreed with the agenda and each member presented reports of research topics that have been
conducted, are currently going on, and possible future work addressing MOV ageing
technology.

During the introduction, Mr. Kossilov also identified the IAEA document TECDOC-670,
"Pilot Studies on Management of Ageing of Nuclear Power Plant Components - Results of
Phase I," October 1992. Chapter 3 in that document contains the results of the initial pilot
studies on MOVs. Specifically, information on understanding ageing and methods for
mitigating and monitoring ageing of these components is highlighted. The chapter also
identifies existing knowledge and technology gaps, and it defines follow-up work that will lead
to either eliminating or reducing these gaps. Therefore, chapter 3 provides the technical basis
for the implementation of the Phase II part of the MOV program that is the purpose of this
current meeting. Chapter 3 is contained in Attachment 2 for reference information and shall
be considered by the CRP members when completing the respective tasks.

The USA representative gave a summary of the Motor-Operated Research Program supported
by the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). The work presented included the results
from tests performed on specific isolation MOVs located in high energy pipes of Boiling
Water Reactor (BWR) power plants in the USA. The test were conducted to determine
whether these isolation valves would close against high flows that could result from a
guillotine pipe break outside containment. Failure of these valves to close would result in
harsh environments that would cause other important equipment in the area of the pipe break
to fail. Since very little testing had been performed on these MOVs in the past, the NRC
decided to conduct these tests. The results showed that the industry formula underpredicts the
valve closure thrust for friction factor of 0.3. In addition, most of the tested MOVs
experienced damage to internal components during closure. Current and planned efforts on
effects of ageing such as internal corrosion, and valve body erosion on MOV operability were
also presented. The results of the MOV research is being utilized by the NRC regulatory staff
to evaluate nuclear plant compliance with current NRC regulatory requirements.

In the presentation of the representative of Czech Republic from ARPO as., suggestions for
implementing valve diagnostic systems were made. By means of several diagnostic measuring
systems a whole family of valves could be checked. The scope of work that must be made to
implement valve diagnostics into operation was introduced. Some samples diagrams of
diagnosticmeasurements mada on main isolating gate valve DN 500 PN 1600 VVER 440,
taken by diagnostic equipment MOV ATS 3500 were presented. Measurement of motor current,
motor power, stem position, and stem thrust, limit and torque switches had been monitored
in the real time. Signature analysis has shown the considerable influence of inertia force of
the moving parts.

The representative of India described the work done and planned at Bhabha Atomic Research
Centre. The valves in the safety systems, such as the Emergency Core Cooling System
(ECCS), have to operate, as required, under abnormal/accident conditions and have to perform
their intended safety functions over the entire plant life. It is essential to understand the effects
of ageing, so that the ageing-related failures can be minimized through proper
rectification/replacement. A comprehensive programme would call for plant tests as well as
laboratory studies. Testing of the MOVs which perform a safety function is carried out at all
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NPPs at specified intervals. From the experience with the MOVs in the oldest operating NPP
in India it was observed that torque switches and spring loaded sensors for the same have
failed due to ageing and need periodic replacement. From regular tests carried out on MOVs
in PHWRs, it was noted that one of the causes of failure was tripping, on overload, during
first operation of the valve. The valve were found to operate on the subsequent start signal,
it is important to identify the cause and its relation to ageing, if any. Results of the
preliminary laboratory tests carried out regarding the use of current signature analysis were
also presented.

The presentation of the Technical Research Centre of Finland summarized two studies of
MOV operating experiences from Finnish NPPs. in the first study, the MOV failure and
maintenance data of two BWR units from a time period of nine years were analyzed.
Qualitative analyses were performed for the failed mechanical and electrical valve parts, ways
of detection of failure modes, failure effects, and repair actions. Quantitative studies included
statistical analyses concerning failure trends and repair and unavailability times. The second
study was focused on actuators of selected valves of both PWR and BWR units with the
objective to apply an experience based reliability centered maintenance methodology on MOV
drives. Based on the analysis results, the current testing, preventive and corrective maintenace
tasks, as well as the need of monitoring systems and design modifications can be evaluated
and the proposed improvements can be considered by the utilities.

The second Finnish presentation was given by the representative of Loviisa NPP. IVO is
developing a system of how to be aware of the state of the LOCA-valves and actuators during
their operational period (30 years). For instance, IVO has obtained an MOV diagnosis system
to check what the current settings for the torque limit switches are and whether something has
happened with the valve or actuator during a period of 1-2 years. IVO is alos able to check
the tightness of LOCA actuators after the assembly, and in the future this test will be done
according to the maintenance procedure in a 1-2 years interval.

The representative of All-Russian Research Institute for Nuclear Power Plant Operation
(RINPO) presented two reports. One of them deals with the description of Russian Scientific-
Technical programme for NPP equipment lifetime monitoring, estimation, prediction and
management, in order to solve the problems of equipment lifetime estimation, prediction,
monitoring and management, the Russian Industrial Scientific-Technical programme (ISTP)
"RESURS" was developed. The implementation of the programme will allow to work out
regulatory-methodological basis providing legal and technical solution of NPP equipment
lifetime management problems. Scientific supervisor of the programme is VNIIAES. Leading
experts of industrial scientific-research, design, and operating organization as well as NPP
equipment manufacturers, nuclear power plants etc. take part in the implementation of the
programme. The implementation of the programme began in April 1993. At present in the
framework of this programme the review analysis of the existing national regulatory -
methodological basis for equipment lifetime management, prediction, estimation and
monitoring was completed, allowing to elaborate the structure and list of the necessary
regulatory methodological documents. The second report contained the brief description of the
approach to analysis of ageing process of valves and prediction of their lifetime characteristics.
Valves equipped with electric drive that are installed in level controlsystem of steam generator
in VVER-1000 reactor were taken as an example. Main emphasis was made on classification
of failures which had taken place during operation, on detection of prevailing mechanisms of
ageing and on assessment of operation factors of reliability and methods of their testing,
assessment and prediction. Principles of product ageing parameters selection were briefly
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described as well as mathematical methods used for quantitative assessment of product
reliability factors according to its operation data. The report included considerations on
procedure of operating evaluation, testing and prediction of complex unique equipment based
on testing of state vectors path.

Details of each presentation are contained in Attachment 3.

The list of CRP participants and the list of the participants attending the meeting arecontained
in Attachments 1 and 2, respectively.

3 Statement of work

STATEMENT OF WORK FOR CO-ORDINATED RESEARCH PROGRAMME
ON MANAGEMENT OF AGEING OF MOTOR OPERATED ISOLATING VALVE

Objectives

To improve understanding of MOV ageing mechanisms and effects, and thus help
assure functionality of MOVs under both normal operating and accident conditions.

To identify effective and practical methods for monitoring of MOV ageing capable of
timely detection of MOV anomalies attributable to age related degradation.

To develop guidelines for risk and reliability assessment of MOV ageing.

4. To improve MOV qualification methods and formulate MOV qualification guidelines.

5. To establish guidelines for effective MOV maintenance to alleviate ageing effects and
concerns.

II. Scope of work

The CRP includes:

The entire motor operated valve as defined in Section 3.1 of TECDOC-670. Pilot
studies on management of ageing of nuclear power plant components, IAEA TECDOC-
670, IAEA, Vienna, Austria (1992). Upon completion of Stage I, recommendations will
be developed for selecting one or more specific MOVs and for Stage II work.

The methodology for ageing management studies documented in IAEA TRS No. 338.
Methodology for the Management of Ageing of Nuclear Plant Components Important
to Safety, Technical Report Series No.338 (1992) will be used.



III. Tasks to be performed

All five CRP objectives will be addressed in parallel.

Phased approach described below will be used to meet the CRP objectives. Such an
approach will facilitate achievement in Stage I of intermediate results useful for MOV ageing
management and the initiation of appropriate follow-up work under Stage II.

STAGE I

Task No.

1.1

1.2

1.3

1.4

2.1

2.2

2.3

2.4

3.1

Task description

(1) Understanding of MOV ageing

Specify a practical common format for collection of incident data and exchange
of evaluated data on age related malfunction and degradation of MOVs
(including a root cause and origin of incidents, when available).
Also specify the means of information exchange to be used.

Exchange evaluated data using the format specified under 1.1.

Analyze compiled data and identify dominant ageing mechanisms for MOVs.

Prepare Stage I report and recommend follow-up work on understanding
of MOV ageing for Phase II CRP, if needed.

(2) Monitoring of MOV ageing

Specify a practical common format and means for the exchange of
information on MOV monitoring and diagnostic methods and on their
effectiveness in detecting MOV degradation before failure. (All ageing
mechanisms listed in Table III should be considered).

Exchange information specified under 2.1.

Analyze compiled data and identify (a) effective and practical MOV
monitoring methods, and (b) those significant ageing mechanisms for

which effective monitoring methods are not available.

Prepare Stage I report and recommend follow-up work on monitoring
MOV ageing for Stage II, if necessary.

(3) Risk and reliabilitv assessment of MOV ageing

Specify a practical common format for the collection and exchange of
operating experience data useful for risk and reliability assessment of
MOV ageing. (These data should be useful for probabilistic safety



3.2

3.3

4.1

4.2

assessment (PSA) failure modes and effects analyses (FMEA) and for
ranking of MOVx in terms of their risk significance). Also specify the

means of information exchange to be used. Tasks 1.1 and 3.1 should be
co-ordinated.

Exchange data specified under 3.1

Compare existing stochastic models describing MOV ageing in Stage II,
if needed.

Í4) MOV qualification methods and guidelines

Specify a practical common format and means for exchange of
information on MOV qualification methods and results and, in particular,

on techniques used to account for MOV ageing effects.

Exchange information specified under 4.1.

4.3 Compare compiled information and identify effective MOV qualification
methods and techniques.

4.4 Prepare Stage I report and recommend follow-up work on MOV
qualification for Stage II, including the development of qualification
guidelines and improved qualification methods, if needed.

(5) Guidelines for MOV maintenance

5.1 Specify a practical common format and means for the exchange of
information on MOV maintenance methods and their effectiveness in
mitigating ageing effects. (For example, current reliability centred

maintenance projects used for the optimization of maintenance
programmes could provide useful information on the effectiveness of

MOV maintenance).

5.2 Exchange information specified under 5.1.

5.3 Compare and analyze compiled information, and identify effective MOV
maintenance methods.

5.4 Prepare Stage I report and recommend follow-up work on MOV
maintenance, including the development of maintenance guidelines that

would address all significant ageing mechanisms identified in Task 1.3.

STAGE II

Objectives and scope of Stage II will depend upon the findings and the
overall progress made in Stage I. It will also depend upon additional needs
of participating Member States, the knowledge and technology gaps existing
at the end of Stage I, and the availability of resources.
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IV.

For example, Stage II study may be needed to narrow the knowledge and
technology gaps relating to:

Qualification testing of naturally aged MOVs under accident conditions,

selection and prioritization of MOVs based on their susceptibility to
ageing and their risk significance, and

built-in diagnostic and monitoring features useful for monitoring and
predicting MOV performance.

CRP network

Organizations from Canada, Finland, Germany, India and Russian
Federation have signed research agreements in the subject area (see Attachment 1).
Other Member State Organizations are invited to participate. Actual participants will
be organized in a CRP network to facilitate co-operative work.

4 Tasks and responsibilities

The participants decided to select task leaders for the various tasks mentioned in the
Statement of work of the CRP. The responsibility of the task leader is to collect and
analyze the research results from the members that are participating in the specific
task. Furthermore, the task leaders are required to prepare and present a summary
report on the task in the Research Coordinated Meetings.

The responsibility of each participant is to provide a report on their activities under the
Research Programme. In addition, the participants are welcome to present their
national activities in the subject area in the meetings.

The schedule of each task, mode of communication, and information format should be
defined by each of the five task leaders as soon as possible. The participants for each
task should also respond with the appropriate infor nation as soon as possible.

At the completion of the CRP on MOV ageing, an IAEA technical report will be
written. Mr. Kossilov will have the overall responsibility for the document. However,
each task leader will be responsible for writing a section for the report. A draft report
will be reviewed by each of the participants and comments submitted for resolution by
the responsible task leaders. Mr. Kossilov, the overall leader, and the 5 task leaders
will prepare the final report for publication.

According to the areas of interest of the participants, the matrix presented in Table 1
was prepared. TUV/Ger nany was suggested to be the task leader of "Understanding
MOV ageing" and VTT/Finland agreed to take the responsibility of the task "Risk and
reliability assessment of MOV ageing".

Conclusions and recommendations



It is admitted among the participants that a long term systematic approach to
ageing aspects is needed to ensure the overall safety and operability of nuclear
power plant. When ensuring the function of the safety related MOVs the goal is

to establish a solid practice useful far into the future.

The participants agreed that the 5 main tasks identified in the statement of work
are important for accomplishing a successful report on MOVs and will be
important to the Member States.

It is recommended that the 5 task leaders establish a consistent format in which
•the information can be reported by the participants.

5.

6.

This report is to be distributed among all CRP participants with a request to
specify their areas of interest (see Table 1) and possible leadership of the tasks.

Applications from the representatives of the Czech Republic and the USA have
not been received by the Agency. These representatives should complete the
application forms to be supplied by Mr. Kossilov and return them with proper

authorization as quickly as possible.

New participants from the Member States are invited to join the CRP. Official
requests should be sent to the IAEA.

The next Research Coordinated Meeting was recommended to be held in October
November 1994. The place could possibly be Prague.



TABLE 1 MATRIX

Tasks

Participants

Canada
AECLCandu

Finland
VTT

Finland
Loviisa NPP

Gennany
TÛV Norddeutch.

India
BARC

Russia Federation
VNIIAES

Russia Federation
OKB "GIDROPRESS"

Czech Republic
ARPO

USA
USNRC

OF TASKS AND

Understanding
of MOV
ageing

X

X

X

X
TL?

X

X

X

X

X

RESPONSIBILITIES

Monitoring
of MOV
ageing

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Risk and
reliability
assessment of
MOV ageing

X
TL

X

X

X

MOV
qualification
methods and
guidelines

X

Guidelines
for MOV
maintenance

X

X

X
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X
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П5ТГОСШ11СП1.

3. PILOT STUDY ON THE MANAGEMENT OF AGEING OF
MOTOR OPERATED ISOLATING VALVE

Motor operated valves (MOVs) are extensively used in almost all plant fluid-
mechanical systems. Operating experience indicates that the operational readiness of
nuclear power plant safety related systems have been affected by MOV degradation and
failures. The aim of the present pilot study is to improve the understanding and
management of MOV ageing and thus to help assure required MOV performance.

3.1. DESCRIPTION OF A TYPICAL MOTOR OPERATED ISOLATING VALVE

3.1.1. General

Motor operated valves (Fig. 5) perform an essential safety function in safety systems,
e.g. emergency core cooling and residual heat removal systems, of nuclear power plants
under accident conditions. They have to open or close with a high degree of reliability
so as to initiate core cooling or to isolate the primary circuit and containment.

Gate, butterfly and globe valves, normally classified in safety classes 1 and 2 and
seismic categories I and II, are used to fulfill these functions.

3.1.2. Specifications, standards and regulations

A specification drawn up by the system supplier should define the design and
functional requirements that the valve and its actuator should fulfill under normal, upset
and accident plant conditions. This includes the number of pressure and temperature
cycles, the number of opening and closing operations, materials to be used and other
requirements. Furthermore, environmental parameters which may affect the valve
performances should be provided (e.g. pressure, temperature and dose rates). These
values with appropriate safety margins must be taken into account in the design of
MOVs.

Safety related MOVs in modern plants have to meet national qualification standards
which require that they are suitable for the environmental, electrical, mechanical and
hydraulic conditions associated with normal service and accident conditions described in
Section 3.2 below. The functionality of MOVs under these conditions must be
demonstrated by testing and/or analytical methods.

In the older plants, important valve requirements were not always defined in the
specifications that would be included today. Because of the knowledge gained from
operational experience, measurement of fluid dynamic forces or better understanding of
environmental conditions. If the original MOV design does not fulfill today's
requirements, then the knowledge about the behaviour of the valve under actual service
conditions is useful to judge the risk of not performing its intended function under
accident conditions.

If current operating conditions of a MOV are found to deviate from those originally
specified (for example, with respect to pressure, temperature, load cycles, environment,
fluid and loads from the attached piping), the MOV should be reanalyzed to assure its
capability to fulfill its intended function.
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FIG. 5. A typical motor operated valve.

As the nuclear community matured, so have the specification requirements for the
hardware. We know from operating experience that under normal operating loads the
existing plant hardware is performing its intended function. The areas of current concern,
however, are ageing and MOV performance under postulated accident conditions. These
concerns have yet to be fully addressed.

3.1.3. Design

Valves found in older plants and in some newer plants were purchased in accordance
with their respective national codes which consider primarily the pressure boundary
qualification. Functional valve qualification, if performed at all, in many cases was based



on analysis and extrapolation of smaller valve qualification results. In some Member
States design specifications are being developed to extend the qualification by
comparisons and extrapolation.

Many valves installed in older nuclear power plants were not specifically designed and
manufactured for NPP application. Often, valves of safety classes 2 and 3 were used
which were designed on the basis of standard system pressure and température ratings
but without considering all expected NPP service conditions (see Section 3.2).

In many cases valves and actuators have been designed and analyzed for performance
as separate units rather than as complete assemblies. Modern actuators have been
qualified for maximum thrust and torque ratings with margins. An actuator, for example,
is qualified for one stall cycle, but analyses still need to be conducted to determine if
there is a weak link in the valve. The stem, valve seats, yoke and bolting must be
analyzed to determine if the valve assembly can withstand normal operational loads and
accidental loads as well as the actuator stall loadings.

Ideally, the actuator, motor, switch assembly, and power/control cables are qualified
to national design and environmental standards for electrical equipment. These standards
have matured over the years and now include pre-ageing and accident condition
environmental qualification. For example, actuators must have enough power to operate
the valve under accident conditions and to overcome friction forces acting on seat rings,
guides and the stem in the packing area. The stem has to be capable of sustaining loads
without buckling, even when a torque or limit switch malfunction disables the stopping
of the actuator-motor. The cable sizing for high torque actuator motors, particularly in
direct current (DC) applications, has not been well understood, and undersized plant
cables have contributed to motor failures.

If analysis reveals that an existing valve cannot meet these design requirements,
modification or replacement of the valve should be considered. Programmes for valve
modifications based on the results of the qualification programmes are already being
implemented by some countries.

3.1.4. Materials

The behaviour of MOV materials under expected environmental loading conditions
needs to be assessed for ageing effects even after years of excellent operation because
these effects are cumulative and may impair valve performance under accident conditions.

Recently, cracks have been found on cast austenitic stainless steel (SA-351cr
CF8/CF8M) casings of valves which were initiated by ageing of cast material. Ageing
of cast valve casings after 20 years of operation probably depends on the ferrite content
within the austenitic material.

The insulation material of the actuator-motor and the materials of the sealing gasket
and packing, lubricants, and torque spring deteriorate with time and have to be examined
periodically and replaced if necessary. Relevant guidance may be found in the following
reports:

- ELECTRIC POWER RESEARCH INSTITUTE, EPRI NP-5697, Valve Stem
Packing Improvement, Final Report, Palo Alto, California (1988)



- ELECTRICITE DE FRANCE, EdF/DER, T. 22/77/10, Guide pratique pour le
choix et la pose des garnitures de presse-etoupe pour la robinetterie des PWR,
France.

It is important to collect information about MOV material degradation gained from
operating experience and research in databases and to alert the plant personnel to the
existence of a recognized risk. This information should be available to all utilities and
manufacturers of MOVs and valve actuators in order to improve material specifications
for new valves.

3.1.5. Fabrication

The fabrication techniques and conditions of safety related MOVs should be carefully
controlled to assure that the performance of produced MOVs meets requirements
determined in a qualification programme. This qualification programme for valves and
actuators should consider all design basis conditions for a given MOV application.

3.1.6. Applicable standards and regulations

MOVs should be designed to meet specified functional requirements for the normal
as well as the accident conditions. In particular, the valve body is designed to meet the
applicable pressure vessel code rules. Individual utilities may have to use regulatory
requirements given while their national industrial codes are being updated.

The actuator, motor, switch assembly and power/control cables are qualified to
national design and environmental standards for electrical equipment under accident
conditions. Environmental qualification of the actuator, motor, switch assembly and
power/control cables may be conducted by рге-ageing and exposing the entire assembly
to accident conditions specified by the national regulatory body.

Mechanical qualification of valves may be required to predict valve performance under
accident conditions, for example, to ensure closure in the event of blowdown. In order
to undertake mechanical qualification for accident conditions, some countries have
recently constructed special blowdown loop testing facilities and have required that the
performance of valves is demonstrated by testing.

Each country has its national in-service testing standards. These standards are also
slowly evolving. Updated standards should emphasize the need for maintaining MOV
qualification during its service life and the ability to detect ageing effects before failure.
This is a very difficult task due to a wide range and level of original valve qualification
and the limited capability of existing testing methods. Also, it should be recognized that
accident conditions cannot be simulated during in-service testing.

3.2. SERVICE CONDITIONS

The age-related degradation of a valve and its actuator is dependent, among other
things, on the level of its original qualifications and its service conditions, including
operating environment and operating history. The service conditions to be considered
in ageing management studies can be regarded as "stressors" because they can lead to
degradation of the valve and actuator through various physical or chemical processes.



Examples of service conditions which have been identified and investigated to riate
include environmental and loading conditions such as:

- number and frequency of operations
- temperatures (internal and external, cycling)
- pressure (internal, cycling)
- radiation
- flow rates
- phase change
- system chemistry (corrosion)
- internal mechanical loading (due to friction and/or fluid dynamic loading)
- electrical loading (on motors, wiring)
- humidity (external)
- external loading from connected piping, self weight
- solid matter in the fluid (erosion)
- normal valve positions (torque spring set)
- lubrication breakdown
- vibration.

Ageing studies and equipment operability studies (qualification improvement) should
address the ability of installed valves and actuators to operate (repeatedly) under normal
operating and design basis event conditions. Some of these conditions listed below must
be considered in combination for certain specific applications.

- high temperature (internal and external)
- high humidity
- flooding
- seismic events
- high pressure differential
- high flow rates
- actuator stall loadings
- electrical voltage fluctuation
- high radiation.

3.3. OPERATING EXPERIENCE

Current knowledge about MOV failures and problem areas has been obtained from
plant operating histories and test programmes. In addition to plant failure reports, event
and maintenance reporting systems and manufacturers' operating and maintenance
manuals and notifications offer information on degradation mechanisms. These
degradation mechanisms could lead to failures without adequate in-service test and
maintenance programmes. The simulated full scale test programmes conducted by several
Member States have shown valve problem areas that could only be identified in a real
plant environment if a design basis event were to occur.

The failure data consist mostly of failures that have occurred in test situations
(periodic, motion testing of in-service valves) but little knowledge is available from real
demand abnormal or accident situations with more severe operational and environmental
conditions (e.g. differential pressure, high temperature).



TABLE HI. AGEING DEGRATION MECHANISMS OF BOTH THE VALVE AND
ACTUATOR WHICH HAVE RESULTED IN THE FAILURE OF SAFETY
RELATED MOVs TO PERFORM THEIR INTENDED FUNCTION

Gate valve assembly

Gearbox assembly

Electric motor

Switches

DEGRADATION DESCRIPTION

Gate wear, corrosion
Guide wear, corrosion
Yoke bushing wear
Valve stem wear, corrosion, distortion
Fastener loosening
Valve seat wear, corrosion
Bonnet seal deterioration
Stem packing wear, deterioration
Valve body erosion

Gear wear
Shaft wear, distortion
Fastener loosening
Stem nut wear
Stem lock nut loosening
Spring pack response change
Drive sleeve wear
Clutch mechanism wear
Seal wear, deterioration
Bearing wear, corrosion
Lubricant deterioration, hardening
Stem nut lubrication degradation

Bearing wear, corrosion
Insulation breakdown

Contact pitting, corrosion
Gear/cam wear
Insulation breakdown
Parts breaking

Fastener loosening
Grease hardening



The major problems leading to critical valve failures have generally occurred in the
valve actuator, e.g. torque switch malfunction. Among the mechanical valve parts, the
stem is the main contributor to critical failures.

Identification of the root causes of failures is in many cases difficult and thus the
age-dependency of failures cannot always be defined. As an example, torque switch
malfunction may be due to wrong adjustment, drifting, grease hardening, spring loosening,
etc. It should be noted that the detection of defects (degraded condition) prior to MOV
failures allows better identification of root cause(s) related to ageing.

The list in Table III describes a variety of degradation mechanisms which can result
in MOV failures.

3.4. CURRENT UNDERSTANDING OF MOV AGEING

The current knowledge on MOV ageing has been obtained primarily from operating
experience and qualification programmes. Operating experience with motor operated
valves shows that failure mechanisms can be divided into two basic categories:

(i) those failure mechanisms that resuh in excessive friction such that valve
actuator/motor cannot drive the valve open or closed in the required time period

(ii) those failure mechanisms that prevent the valve from being operated over its full
stroke.

In category (i) the failure is normally due to:

- lack of adequate lubrication causing wear and "jamming" of valve stem or wear of
the bearing

- overtightening of valve packing
- corrosion of bearings, stem guides or valve stems
- deposition of "crud" on valve seat
- motor trip on overload.

In category (ii) the failure is normally due to an electrical fault or malfunction of an
electrical switch, i.e.:

- failure of switchgear
- failure of limit switch in open or closed position
- faulty torque switch operation.

Another failure in this category might be the uncoupling of motor drive shaft from
valve stem (before or after gearbox).

In a failure analysis performed in Finland, of forty-six critical failures occurring over
the period considered in the study, about one third were category (i) failures and the
remainder were category (ii). A main contributor to the electrical failures was the
oxidization of contractors. In a French study, 25 % of failures of electric valves were due
to the actuators.



Other age related failure causes identified from operating experience in other
Member States are listed below.

- DC motor failure due to insulation breakdown caused by electromagnetic spikes
- non-disengagement of hand control device
- total blockage of kinetic transmission
- misadjustment or drift of switches (for example if the torque spring is loaded over

a long period of time, the spring takes a permanent set and delivers less torque for
a given torque switch setting)

- incorrect sizing of certain elements
- stem nut lubrication degradation.

The identification of age related failures from operating experience is often difficult
because, due to the complexity of the valve-actuator system, the root causes attributable
to ageing cannot always be identified with certainty. To achieve better understanding of
MOV ageing, ageing mechanisms listed in Table III should be further evaluated. The
investigation should focus on those parts of the MOV which form the pressure boundary
and those parts which are important for valve performance and operability.

3.5. MONITORING OF MOV AGEING

In-service inspection and testing of MOV actuating systems are undertaken during
refuelling and at prescribed intervals in accordance with national standards.

Present inspection and testing methods for verifying pressure boundary integrity are
generally accepted as sufficient. However, valves in older plants need to be inspected
more extensively and frequently for the existence of minimum wall thickness and for the
existence of cracks and abrasion inside the casing than valves in newer plants. Also,
provisions for inspecting aged valve bodies in other safety related fluid-mechanical
systems must be made to avoid surprises.

Current methods to verify valve capability frequently use valve stroke time as a
measure of valve performance but these are of limited value as it takes a large load
change in motor output to produce a detectable change in the speed of a typical MOV
high torque motor. There is now an effort to develop better in-service test procedures
by the use of monitoring systems; current thinking is that the measurement of motor
power would be a more useful test than stroke time test. The CEA and EDF are
developing an electrical power monitoring system. MOV diagnostics using electrical
current signature analysis has been developed in research sponsored by the USNRC at
ORNL.

Electrical power and current signature analysis are both qualitative actuator
measurements. None of these measurement systems can provide information on the
conversion of torque to thrust that takes place in the stem nut, which is outside of the
control of the torque switch. The conversion of torque to thrust is dependent on stem
nut lubrication and on stem loading. Industry has referred to this phenomenon as a rate
of loading effect. This phenomenon can invalidate any in-service test method that cannot
load the valve to its design basis load during the in-service test.



The typical in-service test is performed with an unloaded valve (no pressure or flow).
Therefore, the load on the actuator is minimal. For limit switch valve control there is
no load on the actuating system other than the load due to valve internal friction. For
torque switch controlled valves the disc hits the seat and the torque and thrust build up
very rapidly (milliseconds). This transient is very difficult for most power measurement
systems to follow because of the complex internal voltage, amperage, and wattage
calculations. Systems that measure raw peak to peak current and voltage and then
process the data through the software after the test may be the best in following the
transient. The systems would require at least 1000 Hz sample rate to be of any value.

Developments in monitoring MOV ageing should be aimed at measuring torque and
stem thrust along with motor power to perform a complete diagnosis of motor operated
valve performance. To make this effort more meaningful, the test should be performed
with the highest design pressure and flow load that can be practically obtained on the
valve. This is particularly important for limit controlled valves where there is not a seat
load. For these valves the analyst may wish to consider motor actuator dynamometer
testing. For torque-controlled valves, the seat loads make the test more meaningful.

In-service tests are performed to verify limit switch and torque switch settings which
assure valve closure and sufficient thrust. Tests are also performed to detect electrical
degradation. Commercial diagnostic systems are now available from several companies
which facilitate these tests.

3.6. MITIGATION OF MOV AGEING

Currently, the mitigation of MOV ageing is normally based on planned preventive and
corrective maintenance programmes. The data for planning maintenance comes from
knowledge of the degradation processes, from operating experience and periodic tests on
a specific valve or type of valve. The maintenance programme must be specific for each
valve or type of valve considering the operating history and experience.

A planned maintenance programme can be supported by condition monitoring
techniques. These techniques, described in Section 3.5, can provide indications of the
start of degradation of MOVs before valve failure.

To mitigate ageing problems, less durable components such as seals or gaskets are
systematically replaced. However, guidelines should be developed for timely mitigation
of MOV ageing. In addition, operating procedures can sometimes be improved to reduce
ageing. The maintenance programme must be regularly updated according to
accumulated operational experience.

3.7. KNOWLEDGE AND TECHNOLOGY GAPS RELATING TO THE
UNDERSTANDING AND MANAGEMENT OF MOV AGEING

3.7.1. Understanding of MOV ageing

A database on the failure and malfunction of MOVs in plant operation should be
developed, maintained, and made available to interested parties. This database would
provide information for understanding MOV ageing including degradation and failures,
their cause and correction and thus alert operators of nuclear plants to potential
problems and potential maintenance needs. Databases of this type are being developed



in several countries today specifically for their own operating nuclear plants. However,
they lack the common format needed to understand age related degradation processes
and to utilize them internationally. One of the first tasks of the pilot study should be the
development of a common database format useful to understand MOV ageing.

3.72. Monitoring of MOV ageing

A system or device needs to be identified and/or developed that could detect ageing
of MOVs, would enable early detection of degradation, and allow for maintenance or
correction before failure occurred and thus enhance valve availability and reliability.
Such system or device may be able to identify the probable cause of degradation so that
appropriate maintenance action could be taken. Research has been undertaken on the
use of motor current signature analysis and power measurement. The design of such
system or device should be further developed to detect age related degradations in MOVs
and should be demonstrated by in-plant experience. The device may have to measure
more than the current or power, for example, the thrust on torque controlled valves.
Monitoring of age related degradation in limit controlled valves may require technology
not yet developed.

3.7.3. Risk and reliability assessment

Stochastic models have been developed for use in probabilistic risk assessments and
assessments of valve reliability . Current stochastic models are also available for
describing the time dependence of ageing processes accurately. However, more data are
needed to assess the degraded MOV conditions and failure for use in probabilistic risk
assessments. Maintenance schedules and the need for valve replacement and repair
could then be predicted more accurately. Those valves which represent the largest
contributor to risk could then be identified and given appropriate attention and
maintenance.

3.7.4. Qualification methods

MOVs are currently qualified before installation for environmental, electrical and
mechanical (thermal-hydraulic) conditions associated with accident conditions using both
testing and analysis. Because the design of MOVs varies and specified accident
conditions vary from country to country and in application, it would be difficult to
conduct an international test programme. However, there is a need to exchange
information on the techniques and results of qualification tests. Universal guidelines for
MOV qualification considering ageing effects should be developed.

The degradation of valves in-service is simulated by pre-ageing treatments prior to
testing under accident conditions. It would be desirable to remove few selected MOVs
after actual in-plant ageing (say 20 years) and determine by a qualification test whether
ageing degradation has affected the original qualification. Information could then be
exchanged to assist in formulating future modifications in qualification test procedures.

Improved mechanical qualification methods would also enable utilities to specify
motors and actuators more closely matched to the thrust force required during valve
opening, closure or isolation under accident conditions.



3.7.5. Maintenance procedures

Guidelines should be developed so that maintenance procedures would adequately
address known ageing degradation processes. These guidelines would be used by utilities
and manufacturers of valves in developing detailed maintenance procedures.

Improved MOV diagnostic systems utilizing current, voltage, valve torque and stem
thrust or strain, etc. are now available which can be used to accurately set the limit and
torque switches of the valves. However, results of a recent validation programme in the
USA revealed a wide range of MOV diagnostic equipment accuracy. Initial calibration
of the thrust measurement devices was a problem for most of the systems. Users of test
equipment should be aware of its capabilities and limitations.

Better maintenance procedures that alleviates ageing concerns coupled with advanced
diagnostic tools to detect degraded condition would reduce the risk of valve failure and
give greater assurance of safe operation under accident conditions.

3.8. STATEMENT OF WORK FOR CO-ORDINATED RESEARCH PROGRAMME
ON MANAGEMENT OF AGEING OF MOTOR OPERATED ISOLATING
VALVE

3.8.1. Objectives

(1) To improve understanding of MOV ageing mechanisms and effects, and thus help
assure functionality of MOVs under both normal operating and accident conditions.

(2) To identify effective and practical methods for monitoring of MOV ageing capable
of timely detection of MOV anomalies attributable to age related degradation.

(3) To develop guidelines for risk and reliability assessment of MOV ageing.

(4) To improve MOV qualification methods and formulate MOV qualification
guidelines.

(5) To establish guidelines for effective MOV maintenance to alleviate ageing effects
and concerns.

3.82. Scope of work

The CRP will include:

- The entire motor operated valve as defined in Section 3.1 and illustrated in Fig. S.
Upon completion of Stage I, recommendations will be developed for selecting one
or more specific MOVs and for Stage П work.

- The methodology for ageing management studies documented in Ref. [1] will be
used.

3.8.3. Tasks to be performed

All five CRP objectives will be addressed in parallel.



Phased approach described below will be used to meet the CRP objectives. Such an
approach will facilitate achievement in Stage I of intermediate results useful for MOV
ageing management and the initiation of appropriate follow-up work under Stage П.

STAGE I

Task Task description Duration
No. (months^

(1) Understanding of MOV ageing

1.1 Specify a practical common format for collection 3
of incident data and exchange of evaluated data
on age related malfunction and degradation of MOVs
(including a root cause and origin of incidents,
when available). Also specify the means for
information exchange to be used.

1.2 Exchange evaluated data using the format specified under 1.1. 6

1.3 Analyse compiled data and identify dominant 12
ageing mechanisms for MOVs.

1.4 Prepare Stage I report and recommend follow up work on 6
understanding of MOV ageing for Phase II CRP, if needed.

(2) Monitoring of MOV ageing

2.1 Specify a practical common format and means for the exchange 3
of information on MOV monitoring and diagnostic methods and
on their effectiveness in detecting MOV degradation before failure.
(All ageing mechanisms listed in Table III should be considered).

2.2 Exchange information specified under 2.1. 6

2.3 Analyze compiled data and identify (a) effective and practical 12
MOV monitoring methods, and (b) those significant ageing
mechanisms for which effective monitoring methods are not
available.

2.4 Prepare Stage I report and recommend follow-up work on
monitoring MOV ageing for Stage П, if necessary.

(3) Risk and reliability assessment of MOV ageing

3.1 Specify a practical common format for the collection and
exchange of operating experience data useful for risk and
reliability assessment of MOV ageing. (These data should be



Task Task description Duration
No. • (months)

useful for probabilistic safety assessment (PSA), failure
modes and effects analyses (FMEA) and for ranking of MOVs in
terms of their risk significance.) Also specify the means of
information exchange to be used. Tasks 1.1 and 3.1 should be
co-ordinated.

3.2 Exchange data specified under 3.1. 6

3.3 Compare existing stochastic models describing MOV ageing using 12
compiled data.

3.4 Prepare Stage I report and recommend follow-up work to develop 6
improved stochastic models of MOV ageing in Stage II, if needed.

(4) MOV qualification methods and guidelines

4.1 Specify a practical common format and means for exchange of 3
information on MOV qualification methods and results and, in
particular, on techniques used to account for MOV ageing effects.

4.2 Exchange information specified under 4.1. 6

4.3 Compare compiled information and identify effective MOV 12
qualification methods and techniques.

4.4 Prepare Stage I report and recommend follow-up work on MOV 3
qualification for Stage П, including the development of
qualification guidelines and improved qualification methods, if needed.

(5) Guidelines for MOV maintenance

5.1 Specify a practical common format and means for the 3
exchange of information on MOV maintenance methods and
their effectiveness in mitigating ageing effects. (For
example, current reliability centred maintenance projects
used for the optimization of maintenance programmes could
provide useful information on the effectiveness of MOV
maintenance.)

5.2 Exchange information specified under 5.1. 6

5.3 Compare and analyze compiled information, and-identify 12
effective MOV maintenance methods.

5.4 Prepare Stage I report and recommend follow-up work on MOV 3
maintenance, including the development of maintenance
guidelines that would address all significant ageing
mechanisms identified in task 1.3.



STAGE II

Objectives and scope of Stage II will depend upon the findings and the overall
progress made in Stage I. It will also depend upon additional needs of participating
Member States, the knowledge and technology gaps existing at the end of the Stage I, and
the availability of resources.

For example, Stage II study may be needed to narrow the knowledge and technology
gaps relating to:

- qualification testing of naturally aged MOVs under accident conditions,
- selection and prioritization of MOVs based on their susceptibility to ageing and

their risk significance, and
- built-in diagnostic and monitoring features useful for monitoring and predicting

MOV performance.

3.8.4. CRP network

Organizations from Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Finland, France, Germany, the United
Kingdom and the United States of America have indicated their interest to participate
in the CRi. An invitation will be extended to other interested parties. Actual
participants will be organized in a CRP network to facilitate co-operative work.

It is anticipated that the CRP will involve the participation of utilities, manufacturers,
regulatory and research laboratory personnel, depending on the task. For example,
participation of utilities will be needed to exchange information on valve failures since
the utilities and sometimes manufacturers control this information. Studies of age related
risk analyses are highly specialized and will probably involve personnel from scientific,
consulting and national research laboratories. The development of safety guidelines is
of specific interest to regulatory bodies but should take into account input from
laboratories and utilities. The research on MOV monitoring should involve both the
research laboratories and the utilities to provide for co-ordinated development and
demonstration. The exchange of information on MOV qualification methods and test
results will likely involve regulatory bodies, manufacturers and utilities.

It is recognized that it would be difficult to establish joint testing or laboratory
research work because of the unique nature of the design of valves used in each country.
However, the technology gaps can be more effectively filled if all countries with active
research programmes on MOVs shared the results of their research and work together
to develop generic guidelines.
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MOV Research Activity

Background

In 1986, DE/RES started work to address a safety issue that had been identified by
the Advisory Committee for Reactor Safeguards (ACRS). The ACRS was concerned
that a full break in certain high-energy pipes outside the containments of BWR plants,
coupled with failure of the isolation valves in these pipes to close would result in
unacceptable consequences. This concern was identified as a high priority Generic
Safety Issue (GSI) 87.

High Energy Pipes covered by GSI-87:

• Reactor water cleanup (RWCU)

• High Pressure Coolant Injection (HPCI)

• Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC)



Initial Survey

• GSI-87 Valves range in sizes of 3" to 12" dia.
(5 major valve manufacturers)

• Almost all isolation valves are normally open and must close to isolate flow in the
event of a pipe break outside containment.

(called design basis condition for these MOVs)

• Almost all valves are flexible wedge gates.

• Almost all motor-operators are Limitorque.
• Very little previous testing of valves under high flow loads to demonstrate closing

capability. (Go/No-go tests)

• Thrust to close against flow loads was estimated using industry formula (0.3 disc
factor).

Conclusions

• The NRC decided that additional testing would be necessary:

Operational procedures and experiment design should permit quantification
of force terms in thrust equation. (Installed load cell in load path.)



Torque switch settings should be set high to assure closure.

Test MOVs typical of those used in RWCU lines.
(Purchased 2 MOVs - 6" dia.)

Main Test Results

• Industry thrust formula underpredicted required closing thrust

We believed that it was likely that these tested MOVs would not have
isolated flow as required.

• One valve displayed non-linear thrust and experienced damage to internals during
closure.

• Observed variation in stem factor which must be known for sizing motor-
operators.

Conclusions

• Regulatory decisions should not be based on the results of only 2 MOV tests.

• Decided to test additional MOVs for broader technical basis (purchased 1
additional 6" dia and 3-10" dia MOVs).
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Typical Industry Valve Thrust Calculation
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Ft - M(Ad)(AP) ± AS(P) + F
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Phase 1,6-ln. RWCU system valve, nonhardfaced disc guides,
line break flow, comparing actual versus predicted thrust.
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• Test results confirmed industry thrust formula under predicted required closing
thrust for both the hot water and steam environments.

• NRC issued Generic Letter 89-10 that requests licensees to develop program to
assure MOVs will operate properly over the life of the plant.

Subsequent Research Activities

• Research activity since 1990 has been devoted to:

Developing improved formula for estimating required closing thrust.

Developing computer code for performing and evaluating thrust predictions.

Participating in tests on diagnostic equipment to evaluate vendor accuracy
claims.

Opening thrust requirements

Stem factor variations

Motor-Operator margins
(reduced voltage effects, temperature effects)



Developing extrapolation guidance from low pressure to high pressure
applications

Developing risk based method for prioritizing MOVs for testing and periodic
validation (possible application to GL 89-10 compliance).

EPRI started large MOV research program to develop performance prediction
method.

NRC has been involved in the review of the results of this program.

Vs»



Aaina Effects

Valve body erosion effects on Globe Valve Operability

Corrosion friction experiments to identify possible thrust changes

Systems MOV test to determine effects of corrosion on thrust
(Includes measurement techniques to detect thrust changes)

identification of PWR & BWR systems and environments most susceptible to
MOV corrosion.

Signature analysis to detect aging of motors and motor-operators

filename: g:\vuQraph*\M0V119.GHW
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PRIORTTIZATION OF MOTOR OPERATED VALVES BASED ON RISK
IMPORTANCES

W. E. Vesely (SAIC)
G. H. Weidenhamer (NRC)

Introduction

Generic Letter 89-Î01 (hereafter identified as GL 89-10) identifies operational problems that
may exist in specific, affected safety related motor operated valves (MOVs) that may impede
their proper functioning in mitigating accidents. Consequently, GL 89-10 recommends that each
utility review and assure the technical basis for the operability of each affected safety-related
MOV in the plant The correct settings for each MOV are to be determined to assure that the
MOV properly functions, i.e. opens or closes as required, against the differential pressures which
occur during accident conditions. GL 89-10 recommends that the capability of each MOV to
function should be demonstrated by dynamically testing the MOV under appropriate pressures
and flow conditions. In addition to the dynamic tests, GL 89-10 recommends that tests be
performed throughout the life of the plant to assure that the proper MOV switch settings are
maintained.

Since the conduct of a dynamic test is relatively expensive and since from 50 to 300 MOVs may
need to be tested depending on the plant, compliance with GL 89-10 involves significant
resources. However, if the MOVs are not able to properly function then the risk of an accident
at a plant can be significantly increased. Thus, even though the tests are expensive, it is
important to carry out the dynamic tests to assure their functionability and to minimize the risk.
Also, it is important to carry out surveillance tests during the lifetime of the plant to assure that
the valves remain functional.

A Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) for a plant has the potential of being an imponant tool in
responding to GL 89-10. The plant PRA can potentially be used in two imponant ways. First of
all, the PRA can be used to prioritize the dynamic tests of the MOVs in terms of their risk
importance. The tests could then be carried out in a phased manner in which the most risk
important MOVs are tested first, then the second highest group of MOVs are tested, etc.
Secondly, the PRA can be used to identify surveillance test schedules for the MOVs to assure
that their risk contributions are controlled throughout the life of the plant. The test schedules
could also be optimized according to the risk importance of the MOVs.

The plant PRA thus has the potential for helping to define a response to GL 89-10 which both
minimizes the risk impacts and minimizes the resource requirements. By identifying and
focusing on the most risk important MOVs first, the risk impacts associated with the potential
MOV problems are minimized. By developing a graded, prioritized response, the associated
resource requirements are furthermore optimized. However, in order for the PRA to be validly



used, specific issues and validation requirements need to be addressed. These are discussed in
the following sections and recommendations, as well as demonstrations of results, are given.

Issues

To support a response to GL 89-10, a plant PRA can be used to prioritize the MOVs for the
dynamic tests and can be used to determine schedules for the surveillance tests. In developing a
PRA-supported approach to respond to GL 89-10, various issues need to be addressed. A
checklist of these issues is given in Table 1. These issues, along with response considerations,
are:

1. The MOVs included in the PRA are only a subset of those addressed by GL 89-10.

All the safety related MOVs in the plant which are addressed by GL 89-10 need to be first of
all identified. Those particular MOVs included in the plant PRA then need to be marked.
These marked MOVs represent the subset of MOVs addressable by the PRA.

2. The particular failure modes addressed by GL 89-10 need to be those covered by the PRA.

GL 89-10 identifies the critical failure modes of concern, i.e. failure to open and failure to
close. The failure modes covered in the PRA need to be consistent with these critical failure
modes. If they are not then this further reduces the subset of MOVs addressable by the PRA.

3. The failure rates used for the MOVs in the PRA may be too low for GL 89-10 response.

PRAs standardly utilize MOV failure rates which are based on test data and experience data
which do not necessarily include the hydraulic binding failures addressed in GL 89-10.
These failures as well as other relevant accident-condition failures occur under pressures and
pressure differentials which are not generally covered in test and experience data. Thus,
even when the MOVs have their correct settings, their failure rates for accident response can
be higher than those used in the PRA. A failure rate as high as 8.7xlO"2 per demand can
exist under accident conditions as indicated in the supporting documents to GL 89-10. These
higher failure rates thus need to be considered, at least for sensitivity studies, in responding
to GL 89-10.



TABLE 1. CHECKLIST OF ISSUES TO BE ADDRESSED IF THE PRA IS USED TO
RESPOND TO GL 89-10

1. The MOVs included in the PRA are only a subset of those addressed by GL 89-10.

2. The particular failure modes addressed by GL 89-10 need to be those covered by the
PRA.

3. The failure rates used for the MOVs in the PRA may be too low for GL 89-10 response.

4. Common cause failures among MOVs as treated in the PRA may be inadequate for GL
89-10 response.

5. PRA importance prioritizations of MOVs need to consider joint MOV importances.

6. MOVs may be unimportant for core damage frequency prevention but may be
important for consequence mitigation, shutdown risk control, or when external events
are considered.

7. The cascading effects of MOV failures may not be adequately addressed in the PRA.

8. Truncations in the PRA may cause MOV importances to be underestimated.

9. The MOV prioritization criteria and test scheduling criteria need to account for the
associated risk impacts.

10. The prioritized groupings of MOV dynamic tests and MOV test schedules need to be
validated for their risk control.

11. To develop a complete response to GL 89-10, the PRA evaluations need to be integrated
with deterministic evaluations.



4. Common cause failures among MOVs as treated in the PRA may be inadequate for GL 89-10
response.

If an MOV has the operational problem identified in GL 89-10 then because of the
systematic nature of the problem it is likely that other MOVs of similar design and function
will also have the problem. Thus, common cause failures (CCFs) among the affected MOVs
can be relatively likely. PRAs generally don't treat this type of CCF, but instead utilize
general historical information. To respond to GL 89-10, the CCF models in the PRA thus
need to be extended to cover the groups of potentially affected MOVs identified in
GL 89-10.

5. PRA importance prioritizations of MOVs need to consider joint MOV importances.

Standard PRA importance measures, such as risk achievement worth and the Fussell-Vesely
importance, evaluate importances of failures which occur one at a time. An MOV may be
singly unimportant if it alone fails or is degraded. However, the MOV may be a member of
a set of MOVs which if the set all fails or is degraded causes large risk impacts. Thus, the
MOV is singly unimportant but jointly important. It is consequently necessary to consider
these joint importances in prioritizing the MOVs for GL 89-10 because of the systematic
nature of the problems and because sets of MOVs will be prioritized for testing.

6. MOVs may be unimportant for core damage frequency prevention but may be important for
consequence mitigation, shutdown risk control, or when external events are considered.

If an MOV is assessed to be in an unimportant category based on the risk result evaluated in
the PRA, it still may be important when other risks or other initiating events are considered.
These other risks or initiating events need thus to be evaluated in responding to GL 89-10.
Bounding or qualitative assessments can be adequate if they are based on valid engineering
assessments.

7. The cascading effects of MOV failures may not be adequately addressed in the PRA.

GL 89-10 addresses MOV failures which can occur under higher pressures and pressure
differentials. When one or more MOVs fail under these conditions then the MOVs may
subsequently rupture, spewing water or steam which may fail other nearby components.
These potential cascading effects and interactions thus need to be considered since they can
cause unimportant MOVs to become imponant. PRAs do not often consider these effects
because of their assessed small likelihood. However, under the conditions addressed by GL
89-10 this likelihood can be increased. The increase in likelihood needs to be assessed and,
if significant, then the cascading effects need to be evaluated or be bounded using the PRA.



8. Truncations in the PRA may cause MOV importances to be underestimated.

A PRA standardly truncates contributors because of assessed low failure probabilities. In
particular, the minimal cutsets used to quantify importances and risk values are truncated
based on a probability cutoff. Under the conditions defined in GL 89-10 the failure rates of
MOVs and their common cause failure likelihoods can be significantly increased. Thus, the
validity of the PRA truncations will need to be reassessed. In particular the minimal cutsets
need to be regenerated to properly include the MOV contributions under increased failure
rate and increased common cause failure probability conditions. The regenerated minimal
cutsets can be used to prioritize the MOVs.

9. The MOV prioritization criteria and test scheduling criteria need to account for the
associated risk impacts.

The criteria which are used to partition the MOVs into different priority groups need to
account for ^.e risk impacts of dynamically testing the different groups at different times.
Similarly, criteria which are used to determine test intervals need to account for the risk
impacts which are incurred from using the test intervals. Risk-based allowed outage time
(AOT) approaches and risk-based surveillance test interval (STI) approaches can be used for
these evaluations provided the GL 89-10 conditions are incorporated into the evaluations.
NUREG/CR-54252 and NUREG/CR-57753 describe these approaches.

10. The prioritized groupings of MOV dynamic tests and MOV test schedules need to be
validated for their risk control.

Once the prioritized groupings of MOV tests are identified, a validation check needs to be
carried out to assure the risk is controlled. To carry out this check, the conditions described
in GL 89-10 can be incorporated into the PRA. With the highest priority group of MOVs
assumed to be tested, the PRA can then be run to determine the resulting risk level until the
next group of MOVs are tested. In this PRA run, only the tested MOVs are modified, i.e. the
failure rates and CCF probabilities are modified to after-test conditions. The next group of
MOVs can be assumed to be tested and the PRA rerun, and so forth. If the prioritized
groupings validly address GL 89-10, the resulting risks incurred should not be significant.
The validation runs can demonstrate this. Similar PRA validation runs can be carried out for
proposed MOV test schedules.

11. To develop a complete response to GL 89-10, the PRA evaluations need to be integrated with
deterministic evaluations.

The PRA results only provide a partial response to GL 89-10. The MOVs covered by
GL 89-10 but not included in the PRA need to be separately evaluated for their importance
ranking and test scheduling. Engineering assessments need to be carried out with the bases
for the proposals clearly documented. Also, those MOVs assessed to be unimportant using



the PRA should be rcchccked from an engineering standpoint to assure they are not
important from a plant operations standpoint. The complete response to GL 89-10 can then
be prepared, integrating the PRA results and the deterministic, engineering evaluations.

The following sections highlight and further discuss certain of the above issues because of their
special considerations. These highlighted issues are Issue 5 involving joint importances. Issue 8
involving PRA truncations, and Issue 10 involving validation.

Joint Risk Importances

One of the important issues that is identified above is Issue 5 which is the need to consider MOV
joint importances. In general, the joint risk importance of a set of components is the risk impact
from the set of components jointly failing or being jointly degraded. The joint importance of a
set of MOVs is the risk impact from all the MOVs being jointly affected by the operational
problems identified in GL 89-10.

In using the PRA to prioritize the MOV dynamic tests, the objective is to identify sets of MOVs
addressed by GL 89-10 which have high joint risk importance. The set of priority MOVs to be
tested should reduce the high joint importances caused by GL 89-10 to low acceptable values.

Prioritizing the MOVs by their individual risk importances which are standardly computed in
PRAs will not necessarily identify the set of MOVs of highest joint importance. This is because
the joint risk importance is not directly related to the individual risk importance. An MOV may
have small individual risk importance but may belong to a set of high joint risk importance.
Table 2 illustrates examples of individual importances and joint importances of two MOVs being
failed for a particular PRA. The importances here are risk achievement worths with regard to
core damage frequency (CDF). As observed, the individual importances of MOVs are relatively
small to moderate while the joint importances of specific doublets of MOVs are extremely high.
Larger combinations of MOVs have even higher importances.

The set oi' MOVs which is identified as highest priority using a proposed prioritization may not
focus on the highest joint importances if single importance prioritization techniques are used.
This is one reason why the separate validation step identified in Issue 10 is needed to assure that
the risk is indeed controlled by the identified set. Various algorithms can be used to calculate
the joint importances and to identify the sets of highest joint importance to carry out the most
efficient testing. Joint importance approaches were developed in NRC's Nuclear Plant Aging
Research (NPAR) Program to evaluate joint aging effects of components. These joint
importance approaches are described in NUREG/CR-5510.1'



TABLE 2. INDIVIDUAL MOV IMPORTANCES VERSUS
JOINT MOV IMPORTANCES

CDF IMPORTANCES OF INDIVIDUAL MOVS

VALVE IDENTIFIER
LPR-MOV-FT-1862A
LPR-MOV-FT-1860A
LPR-MOV-FT-1890A
PPS-MOV-FC-1535
PPS-MOV-FC-1536
HPI-MOV-FT-1350
LPR-MOV-FT-1862B
LPR-MOV-FT-1860B
HPI.MOV-FT-1115C
HPI-MOV-FT-1115E
LPR-MOV-FT-1890B
HPI-MOV-FT-1115B
HPI-MOV-FT-1115D

CDF RELATIVE
IMPORTANCE

• 5

3
3
3
3
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

CDF IMPORTANCES OF PAIRS OF MOVS

VALVE PAIR
PPS-MOV-FC-1535
LPR-MOV-FT-1862A
LPR-MOV-FT-1860A
LPR-MOV-FT-1860B
HPI-MOV-FT-1115C
LPR-MOV-FT-1890A
LPR-MOV-FT-1860A
HPI-MOV-FT-1115B

PPS-MOV-FC-1536
LPR-MOV-FT-1862B
LPR-MOV-FT-1862B
LPR-MOV-FT-1862A
HPI-MOV-FT-1115E
LPR-MOV-FT-1890B
LPR-MOV-FT-1860B
HPI-MOV.FT-1115D

CDF RELATIVE
IMPORTANCE

700
80
50
50
30
30
30
30



Truncation in the PRA

To determine risk importances of MOVs for dynamic testing or to determine surveillance testing
schedules for the MOVs, it is important that truncations are addressed as Issue 8 identifies.
These truncations generally cause specific MOV importances to be underestimated. Truncation
of the PRA minimal cutsets is a major contributor for this potential underestimation. If the
importances of MOVs are determined using the PRA's original cutsets, then the importances can
be significantly underestimated because of the truncation of. MOV contributions to the minimal
cutsets. The potential for higher MOV failure rates and higher likelihoods of common cause
failures identified in GL 89-10, as well as the need to determine joint importances, can cause the
original minimal cutsets to be invalid, or at least to be highly suspect.

Table 3 illustrates the additional MOVs that were identified as being important from the
regenerated minimal cutsets for a PRA. Minimal cutsets containing MOVs were particularly
regenerated. Risk important events were defined to be important for this exercise if their failure
caused an increase in the core damage frequency of at least a factor of 3. The MOVs identified
in Table 3 which were truncated in the original PRA are important particularly from the
standpoint of GL 89-10 since failures of combinations of these MOVs will cause the entire
emergency core cooling (ECC) function to be lost. Since the cutoff criteria of a factor of 3 does
not directly indicate the final core damage frequency that will be achieved, a separate validation
run is needed to check that even the larger set of MOVs if tested does indeed control the core
damage frequency. This need for a validation run is identified in Issue 10. In carrying out the
validation ran, the original truncated minimal cutsets again cannot be used, but regenerated
minimal cutsets should be used.

Validation

Issue 10 identifies the need to carry out a validation run to demonstrate that the risk is indeed
controlled by the prioritization approach or testing scheduled which is proposed. This validation
check is needed because the prioritization criteria or testing schedule criteria do not, in general,
directly indicate the risk level, e.g. the core damage frequency, which is actually achieved if the
proposal is followed. The validation is carried out by rerunning the PRA with the proposed
MOVs tested or the proposed testing schedules utilized.

If the hydraulic binding problems exist as identified in Generic Letter 89-10, then specific
groups of MOVs can be nonoperational. The MOVs in a given group are likely to be those of
the same design and function. Consequently, a prioritization approach should be able to address
this problem and provide acceptable risk levels when the given proposed priority valves are
tested.



TABLE 3. ADDITIONAL IMPORTANT MOVS FROM REGENERATING THE
MINIMAL CUTSETS OF A PRA

LCI-MOV-HW-MV13A
LCI-MOV-HW-MV13B
LCI-MOV-HW-MV13C
LCI-MOV-HW-MV13D
LCI-MOV-CC-MV25A
LCI-MOV-CC-MV25B

LCS-MOV-HW-MV7A
LCS-MOV-HW-MV7B
LCS-MOV-HW-MV7C
LCS-MOV-HW-MV7D
LCS-MOV-CC-MV^A
LCS-MOV-CC-MV12B

HSW-MOV-CC-MV174
HSW-MOV-CC-MV176

RCI-MOV-CC-MV20
RCI-MOV-CC-MV21
RCI-MOV-CC-MV131
RCI-MOV-CC-MV132



As input to a validation procedure, the proposed pnoritization approach is first of all carried out
and the priority classes of MOVs are determined along with their testing schedules, if testing
schedules are also determined. A validation procedure then consists of the following steps:

1. Identify all groups of MOVs which have the same design and same function. For each MOV
group, set the individual MOV failure rates to 8.7xlO2. Set the common cause failure
(CCF) probabilities of the MOVs in each similarity group to be equal to 1 to reflect a high
likelihood of all the MOVs in the group being affected if one is.

2. Identify the highest priority set of MOVs to be tested. Remove the high CCF probabilities
from these MOVs and set the CCF probabilities to their nominal PRA values. Also, set the
failure rates of the first priority class of MOVs to be tested to their nominal PRA values. Do
not modify any of the other MOV failure rates or probabilities.

3. Calculate the risk using the PRA under the state defined in Step 2. Regenerate the minimal
cutsets as part of the PRA run. The calculated risk level represents the risk level which is
achieved after having tested those MOVs identified as being priority by the prioritization
approach.

4. If several priority classes are identified then repeat Steps 2 and 3 except that the CCF
probabilities and failure rates of the next lower priority-class of MOVs are modified. All
other failure rates and failure probabilities are kept at their values in the previous step. The
results represent the risk level when the MOVs have also been tested in the next priority class
which has been identified. Repeat this step until я11 priority classes are evaluated which are
to be tested.

If the groups of MOVs which have common cause failures are uncertain, then several PRA runs
can be carried out to evaluate the sensitivity to these groupings. Also, as a sensitivity study,
after testing, instead of setting the MOV failure rates to their nominal PRA values they can be
set to 8.7xlO"2 to reflect the situation where the individual MOV failure rates remain at these
higher values after testing.

Conclusions

The plant PRA can be a potentially useful and powerful tool for helping to define an effective
response to GL 89-10. The plant PRA can be used to prioritize the MOV dynamic tests. The
plant PRA can also be used to determine test schedules for the MOVs. In order for the PRA to
be validly used to respond to GL 89-10, various issues need to be validly addressed. Eleven
issues are specifically identified and responses to these issues are outlined. The issues of joint
MOV importance, PRA truncation, and validation of the proposed approach are specifically
highlighted and more detailed response considerations are described. As in all PRA
applications, sensitivity studies and uncertainty considerations should be incorporated in the



PRA evaluations. If these issues are addressed, then a risk-minimized and burden-optimized
response to GL 89-10 can be developed.
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ARPO a.s.

Fatigue Life Monitoring System
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FATIGUE LIFE MONITORING SYSTEM

A system for quick (i.e. in real time) determination
of fatigue life in critical points of a valve or piping.
The method used is based on the knowledge of the valves
stress response to a unity (or, for example 100 C) tempe-
rature shock (calculated in advance on a large computer)
combined with the data describing pressure, temperature
and flow-rate changes, read continuously from the valve.

The method is illustrated by a scheme shown on fig.5
on the next page. Meaaing of symbols is following:

F.E.

P, P C O
T,

M
<5lpFM

Q
lpMFKRIT

finite element
time (s)
working pressure (MPa)
working temperature ( C) of the flowing liquid
nodal temperatures ( C) due to step change
лТ = 100 С (shock). Transient, calculated in
all time steps and in all nodes
stresses ((MPa), 6 components/node) due to
loading by nonuniform, transient temperatures

T100 ,
values of^TioO in the critical point/points
forces ((N), 3 components) acting on the valve
from the side'of piping
moments ((N.m), 3 components), dtto
stresses due to loading the valve by p, F, M
of unity magnitude (i.e. p=l MPa, etc.)
Calculated in all nodes
values of lpMF in the critical point/points
time dependent flow rate (m /s), used for the
determination of heat transfer coeffs.
equivalent stress (MPa). Time dependent, in
critical node/nodes only.

Software for steps 1—7 was already developed and tested
in ARPO. Steps 1-ré, 8 (preprocessing) are carried out on a
HP 900/332 graphical workstation. In case of gate valve's
DN 500-body they required approx. 35 hours CPU. The results
of preprocessing (i.e. "influence functions" ̂ TIOOKRIT) a r e

stored on disc once for ever.

The processing itself (steps 7, 9, 10, 11, 12) are very
fast. For the body mentioned above and a typical history of p,
T from power station it took ~10 sec, i.e. results are re-
ceived in real time. It is therefore believed that the proces-
sing can be carried out on a small computer (microcomputer),
directly connected to the valve.

In the step 9 the system can cooperate with the Westing-
house diagnostic system, taking its data p (T), T (T). Step
10 means a "strategical" problem, it must be solved with the
user of the valve.
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AGEING RESEARCH - PROGRAMME OF STUDIES RELATED TO MOTOR
OPERATED VALVES USED IN INDIAN NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

V. Venkat Raj, A.K. Babar and Lekha Chowdhury

Reactor Safety Division
Bhabha Atomic Research Centre
Trombay, Bombay 400 085, INDIA

1.0 INTRODUCTION

In Nuclear Power Plants (NPPs), equipment ag'eing and conse-
quent failures could have a strong impact on both plant avail-
ability and safety, if degradation of components and equipment is
not detected before the loss of functional capability. The ageing
phenomena unique to NPPs are those related to the effects ol
neutron and gamma radiation, in addition to the conventional
ageing mechanisms due to temperature, humidity, stresses etc.
Apart from the consideration of the values of these parameters
prevalent under normal operating conditions, the higher values
encountered under accident conditions should also be considered
in arriving at the ageing effects. This is particularly impor-
tant in respect of equipment/components forming part of the
Engineered Safety Features, since these are provided particulai—
ly to mitigate the consequences of accidents. An optimised
programme of ageing researh could be based on the following.

(i) Accelerated ageing tests in the laboratory under
simulated conditions of radiation, temperature, humidi-
ty etc. to predict the life during normal and accident
condi t ions.

(ii) Condition monitoring in respect of critical performance
parameters for detecting ageing-related deterioration
based on operating experience.

2.0 MOTOR OPERATED VALVES USED IN NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

A large number of Motor Operated Valve? (MOVs) are provided
in the various systems of Nuclear Power Piants, including the
safety systems. The valves in the safety systems have to operate.

Report presented at the IAEA Consultancy Meeting to Prepare a
Background and Implementation Plan for the CRP on Management of
Ageing of Motor Operated Isolating Valve, Dec. 7-10, 1993.
Helsinki , Finland.



as required, under abnormal/aceident conditions to mitigate the
consequences of the initiating events. Examples of such valves
are those in the Emergency Core Cooling System CECCS). The valves
in the ECCS have to open/close as required under Loss of Coolant
Accident (LOCA) conditions to enable emergency coolant injection
and provide core cooling as per design. The ECCS valves along
with their operators, which have to perform their intended safety
function over the entire plant life, have to withstand the envi-
ronmental conditions encountered not only during normal operation
but also during LOCA. The environmental conditions during LOCA
involve high temperature and pressure, radiation, humidity etc.,
whereas the conditions during normal operation are relatively
benign. There are a quite a few MOVs in the ECCS of a Pressurized
Heavy Water Reactor (PHWR) and they are arranged in a redundant
configuration - parallel in the case of normally closed and
series for normally open valves. Since the MOVs have to
open/close on demand as required, adequate consideration should
be paid to the contribution of Common Cause Failures to the
unavailability of ECCS on demand. In view of the importatice of
MOVs in various systems, adequate care is taken to ensure their
reliable operation through proper design, manufacture, inspection
and testing, both pre-service and in-service. In addition, it is
also essential to understand the effects of ageing, so tli;..t the
ageing-related failures can be minimised through proper rectifi-
cat ion/replacement .

3.0 SPECIFICATIONS OF MOTOR OPERATED VALVES:

MOVs of different sizes are used in NPPs. Typically the iso-
lating valves in the Primary Heat Transport System (PHT) of a
PHWR are in the size range of 200 to 400 mm. Detailed specifica-
tions are laid down for the MOVs so that they are capable of
perform:ng their designated functions during their lifetime.
These specifications are generally in line with international
standards (Indian, American. British, German) with appropriate
modifications, where necessary, to meet specific requirements.
They establish the technical requirements for the design, manu-
facture, inspection and testing of MOVs. The specifications call
for the valves to be designed to meet the requirements of Class
NB or NC 3500 oi section III of the ASME Boiler and Pressure
Vessel (B&PV) code, depending on whether they are Class I or
Class II valves. The various loads to be considered, including
design seismic loads are specified. Details regarding the number
of cycles of pressure and temperature with various ranges and
rates of change as well as the details regarding the requirements
for valve bodies and bonnets, valve stem gland packing, bolts and
nuts etc. are included in the specificaton.

The electric motors are of the high torque, squirrel cage
induction type and shall be constructed and tested and shall
perform in accordance with the latest version of the ANSI С 50.2
standard for intermittent duty. In addition to the normal operat-
ing conditions, the specifications require that the motor should
also be capable of operation following accidental conditions that
can result in higher temperatures, humidity (steam) and radtia-



tion. In addition, it is also specified that

(1) Motors shall start at a minimum of 80% of rated voltage.

(11) Motors shall not stall at 70% of rated voltage for 25

eye 1 es.

(iii) Motors shall withstand
during fast transfer.

150% of voltage vector difference

( I V ) Motors shall operate satisfactorily over a voltage varia-
tion of ± 10%, frequency variation of ± 5%, combined
voltage and frequency variation of ± 10%.

Motor winding has class H insulation as specified in ANSI С
50.2. The insulation should be suitable for operation in
tropical climates and is specified to meet the requirements of
British Standard Code of Practice CP 1Û14 for the "Protection of
Electrical Power Equipment Against Climatic Conditions", or an
equivalent standard.

A rigorous programme of inspection and testing is implement-
ed to ensure that the MOV complies with specifications. The in-
spection and testing, in general, are as per the relevant clauses
of Section III of ASME B&PV Code. Material tests include impact
test also, to be performed as per NB 2300 of Section III of ASME
B&PV code. All pressure retaining components are inspected in
accordance with NB 2500 of section III of ASME B&PV code. Forg-
ings/Castings are subjected to ultrosonic testing or radiographie
examination as required. All external surfaces and accessible
internal surfaces are subjected to Magnetic Particle Examination
/Liquid Pénétrant Examination. Hard surfaces like seat and back
seat are examined by liquid pénétrant method. Shell hydrostatic
test and disc hydrostatic tests are carried out in accordance
with ANSI-B-16.34, the duration being not less than 10 minutes.
Prior to seat leakage test, the valves are to be operated 5-6
times under full design pressure subsequent to hydrostatic test.
Helium leak test of the fully assembled valve is carried out in
accordance with T-1060 of Section V of ASME B&PV code. The elec-
tric motor driven operator shall be qualified as per IEEE-382.

Conformance to the above-mentioned
with proper installation ensures that the
ability requirements are met.

specifications coupled
quality/inherent reli-

4.0 AGEING-RELATED STUDIES AND TESTS ON MOTOR OPERATED VALVES

It is necessary to ensure the continued availability of the
MOVs throughout the plant life. To achieve this, it is necessary
to have an appropriate programme of in service inspection and
testing. The ageing or time-dependant degradation, which depends
on the duration of use, various stress factors, maintenance
practices etc., should also be studied and understood. A compre-
hensive programme would call for plant tests as well as laborato-
ry studies.



4.1 Plant Tests

Testing of MOVs which perform a safety function is carried
out at all the plants at specified intervals in order to confirm
that system reliability requirements are complied with. For
example, in the 220 MWe PHWRs of standardised design, the follow-
ing in-service inspection program is specified: functional test-
ing of valve operation at regular intervals during plant opera-
tion and a more elaborate testing during extended shutdown in-
volving measurement of Insulation Resistance, Motor Current etc.
Presently data on the ageing effects are culled out mainly iron)
the maintenance/failure reports, which provide quite useful
informat i on.

The primary failure mode for MOVs is failure to change posi-
tion on demand or sluggishness in operation. The predominant
causes are reported to be torque and limit switch maladjustments
or motor failures [1]. From the experience with the MOVs in the
oldest operating NPP in India (at Tarapur) it is observed that
torque switches and spring loaded sensors for the same have
failed due to ageing and need periodic replacement. From regular
tests carried out on MOVs in PHWRs, it is noted that one of the
main causes of failure is tripping on overload during first
operation of the valve. The valve has been observed to operate on

Possible causes for failure to start
deficiency in lubrication, drift in
It is important to identify the cause
if any, through an appropriate condi-
Tests on the MOVs have also revealed

and limit switch settings. While Lhe
has given some insights into the
not adequate enpugh for the develop-

the subsequent start signal
on first signal could be
torque switch setting etc.
and its relation to ageing,
tion monitoring programme,
problems related to torque
data, presently available,
failure modes of MOVs it is
ment of ageing models. There is a need for the
data from the operating plants in a comprehensive
proved format for data collection has been evolved
of data collection which would, in the long run,
development of an appropriate ageing model is being

4.2 Laboratory Tests on Motor Operated Valves

col 1ect ion of
way. An im-
A programme
lead to the

ini t iated.

The collection of data from operating plants is to be sup-
plemented with laboratory tests on valves and actuators. It is
reported [2] that out of the various parameters which can be
measured for on-line diagnostic purposes, the motor current is
the most useful parameter for trending MOV drive train load
variations. Further, this parameter offers the added advantage
that it can be monitored remotely, away from the equipment. A
clamp-on current sensor can be attached to the lead of the power
cable running between the motor control centre and the valve
motor. The data can be acquired at the required rate with a
computer based data acquisition system and stored for analysis to
help in the detection of possible faults.

In order to establish a comprehensive diagnostic correlation
between the monitored parameters and the fault in the MOV. a



condition monitoring programme based on motor current signature
analysis, under simulated fault conditions, has been initiated.
As mentioned before, since the torque and limit switch settings
have contributed to MOV failures, initia1 experiments have been
conducted for both open-to-close and close-to-open modes of
operation of the MOV for different settings of the switches. A
software in Turbo-C has been developed for data acquisition,
storage and display. Typical observations are shown in Figs. 1 &
2. Fig. i represents the current signature during the closing
stroke wherein the transient at 1 corresponds to the initial
starting current and the transient at 2 indicates the current at
close corresponding to torque switch operation, for a given
setting of the torque switch. The experiments have shown that
the peak current increases with increasing torque switch setting.
Hence, in condition monitoring, this current transient (at 2)
could be used as an indicator of the state of the torque switch.

Fig. 2 depicts the signature for close-to-open operation of
MOV. In this figure, the peak at 1 corresponds to the initial
starting current. The subsequent smaller peak (at 2) is due to
the hammei—blow effect. This is an indication of the torque
switch setting for 'close'. The duration of the horizontal
portion of the current signature is an indication of the limit
switch setting for opening. Such current signatures taken peri-
odically could serve as indicators of ageing effects, when com-
pared with base-line data. Hence, there is a need to establish
proper base-line data. Further studies are needed before firm
conclusions can be drawn.
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SPECIFICATIONS OF MOVs
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ASSESSMENT OF RELIABILITY AND MAINTENANCE OF
MOTOR OPERATED VALVES AT FINNISH NPPS

Kari Laakso, Seppo Hanninen and Kaisa Simola
Technical Research Centre of Finland (VTT)
Laboratory of Electrical and Automation Engineering
P.O. Box 34. FIN-02151 Espoo, Finland

1 INTRODUCTION

The analysis of operating experiences, e.g. failure and corrective maintenance
reporting, gives valuable information of equipment behaviour in its operational
and maintenance environment. This knowledge can be used to reveal weaknesses
and ageing of equipment, and to improve the reliability by planning more
applicable and effective maintenance, inspection and surveillance testing tasks.
Reliability engineering offers systematic methods for qualitative and quantitative
analysis of equipment failures and maintenance tasks. These methods e.g. failure
mode, effects and criticality analysis [ 1 ] and maintenance effects and criticality
analysis [2] are commonly used in the design phase of equipment and systems,
but we apply these methods in systematic analysis of operating experiences, too
[3,4]. The failure reporting needed for the analysis can be obtained from the
computerized failure reporting systems of the nuclear power plants.

This paper summarizes two studies on motor operated valve (MOV) failure and
maintenance experiences in Finnish nuclear power plants. In the first study,
described in section 2 of this paper, the failure reports of MOVs at Finnish BWR
units from a nine years' time period were analyzed in a systematic way [3]. The
dominant failure mechanisms were identified and time-dependencies in failure
occurrence were studied. This study initiated an experience based reliability
centered maintenance (RCM) analysis of motor operated valve drives, which is
summarized in chapter 3 of this paper [4]. The RCM analysis resulted in the
identification and proposal of the most suitable and effective maintenance tasks
for consideration.

2 ANALYSIS OF FAILURE AND MAINTENANCE EXPERIENCES OF
MOTOR OPERATED CLOSING VALVES

2.1 Experience data on motor-operated valves

The operating experiences of 104 motor-operated closing valves in safety systems
of two boiling water reactor (BWR) units were analyzed in order to identify the
major failure contributors and mechanisms [3]. The operating experiences were
obtained from the failure reporting system of the two nuclear power units, TVO
1 and TVO 2, operated by Teollisuuden Voima Oy in Finland. The computerized
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reporting system contains information on failure events in a coded form and time
points related to the detection of failures and repair actions. In addition to
classified and coded information, reports include also short descriptions of a
failure and repair in plain language.

The data collected during the observation period of nine years included totally
181 reported events in 67 valves. No failures were reported for 37 valves
studied. 120 failures are reported from TVO 1 and the remaining 61 from TVO
2. These failure events include failures detected in the closing valve, its actuator
and its electric power supply and control systems, too.

A typical closing valve (gate valve) and its actuator are presented in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Closing valve and its actuator.

2.2 Analysis methods

The failure reports were first studied and documented qualitatively using failure
mode and effects analysis (FMEA) and corrective maintenance effects and
criticality analysis (CMECA) methods. These methods, especially FMEA are
widely used in reliability engineering, and usually applied in design stage to
identify the possible failure modes and their impact. The basic idea in FMEA is
to systematically "think through" the possible failure mechanisms and their effects
on the system and list them in a form of a table on specific FMEA sheets. The
procedure of FMEA is described in an IEC standard [1]. The CMECA is a
similar method for analysis of maintenance actions and safe isolation measures
needed for corrective maintenance [2].
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The FMEA and CMECA methods were used primarily to reclassify the failures
and corrective maintenance actions reported in the plant failure reporting system.
In order to be able to analyze the reports, a specific classification foi failures was
formed to identify valve parts failed, failure modes, causes, effects and ways of
failure detection.

Qualitative analyses were performed for the failed mechanical and electrical valve
parts, ways of detection of failure modes, failure effects, and repair actions. The
analyses were talked through with the utility personnel in relevant cases. This
facilitated the utilization of results for planning of corrective actions.
Quantitative studies included statistical analyses concerning failure trends and
repair and unavailability times.

2.3 Analysis results

The majority of the reported 181 failures were caused by internal leakages
detected in tightness tests or by external leakages from packings. Failures to
open or close were classified as critical failures because they have prevented the
correct function of the valve. The number of such failures was 46 - about
equally divided between opening and closing failures. These critical failures and
their detection are presented in Fig. 2.

1 I demand

prev. maint,

control room

local monit.

tightness test

periodic test

revision test

Fig. 2. Motor operated valves; the number of critical failures in dominantly
deficient subcomponents and their failure detection.



While in the case of all failures the dominant failed subcomponents were sealing
surfaces and packings, the critical failures were dominated by incorrect torque
switch functions and contactor failures in switchgear equipment. The critical
failures were detected mainly in tests, but four of them also in real operational
demands.

Time dependencies and ageing in failure occurrence were studied. In failure
cause analysis, 52 % of failures were identified as ageing-related, i.e. due to
wear, corrosion or oxidation. Other failures, such as drifting of torque switch
position, seem also partially be ageing-related, but their time-dependence is more
difficult to identify. A trend analysis showed a slightly increasing trend in
internal leakages detected in tightness tests.

The most principal problems were related to the electromechanical parts, i.e. the
actuator, its power supply and control equipment. The electrical contactor
oxidation had also significance for undetected unavailability times of the valves.
Results indicated a potential problem of incorrect torque switch settings due to
possible drifting or degradation, incorrect calibration or incorrect design
specifications. These critical failures were indicative of a very complex
interaction of these faults with diverse mechanical failure modes, e.g. mechanical
stiffness of stem, of an electrically and mechanically integrated valve function.
The above problem was recognized by the utility and a new diagnostic testing
system of MOVs was selected. The workshop overhaul of the actuators was
expanded, too.

This study initiated a more detailed study on mjtor operated valve drives, which
is described in the following section.

3 EXPERIENCE BASED RELIABILITY CENTERED MAINTENANCE
ANALYSIS OF MOTOR OPERATED VALVE DRIVES

3.1 Objectives

The aim of this example is to demonstrate a combined use of the systematic
analysis and classification of operating experiences and the logic tree analysis of
Reliability Centered Maintenance (RCM). The RCM approach is mainly
intended for identification of applicable and effective maintenance tasks in
technical systems. The electrical motor drives of closing and isolation valves
(MOV) in nuclear power plants of Teollisuuden Voima Oy (TVO) in OIkiluoto
and Imatran Voima Oy in Loviisa were selected to serve as a pilot study object.

3.2 RCM analyses

Fig. 3 shows the main phases of the combined method that uses the systematic
analysis and classification of operating experiences and the logic tree analysis > >c

the RCM. The interactive FMEA, CMECA, and RCM analyses of experience



data are gathered on separate sheets. This information is stored in microcomputer
files for further processing.

1. INITIAL DATA
COLLECTION AND
SYSTEM DEFINITION

2. EXPERIENCE DATA
COLLECTION AND
ANALYSIS

3. SELECTION OF MAIN-
TENANCE SIGNIFI-
CANT ITEMS AND
DECISION ANALYSIS

DESIGN DATA
* System definition
* System breakdown
* Input/output func-

tions

FUNCTIONAL
DATA
* Performance

requirements
* Operating profile
* Environmental

conditions
* Maintainability

EXPERIENCE DATA
COLLECTION
* Failure reports
* Corrective maintenance

reports
* Preventive maintenance

reports
* Testing reports

EXPERIENCE DATA
ANALYSIS AND
CLASSIFICATION
FME A-ANALYSIS :
* Failure mode, cause,

and effect
* Detection method
CMEC A-AN ALYSIS :
* Corrective maintenance

actions
* Repair and unavailability

times

Feedback of the tasks to the experience
data

A.
IDENTIFICATION OF
FUNCTIONAL FAI-
LURES
Candidates for mainte-
nance significant items

SELECTION OF
MAINTENANCE
SIGNIFICANT
ITEMS

* List functional sig-
nificant items

* List cost significant
items

SELECTION OF
MAINTENANCE
TASKS BASED ON
* Hidden/evident

failure
* Concequence
* Time-dependence
* Cost-effectiveness
* Applicability

COLLECT PREVEN-
TIVE MAINTE-
NANCE TASKS FOR
A SHEDULED MAIN-
TENANCE PROG-
RAM (Updated)

Fig. 3. Basic modules ofRCM in an experience based analysis.



In order to identify the maintenance significant items, we used functional failure
analyses. The Maintenance Significant Items (MSI) are items exhibiting
significant failure effects on safety, production availability, or maintenance cost.
Corrective maintenance strategy is pointed out for the other items than MSIs.
Having identified the maintenance significant items and their dominant fault
modes, the next step is to identify the corresponding preventive maintenance
tasks based on a decision logic. On basis of this analysis, it should in most cases
be possible to select one of the basic maintenance tasks that are scheduled
functional test or inspection, servicing, condition monitoring, replacement or
modification [5,6,7].

The operating experiences of closing and isolation valve drives that have the
AUMA actuator have been the basis for this study [4]. The scope of the
components studied was 162 MOVs in safety-related systems and 254 other
MOVs in the TVO units, where totally 762 faults were identified during the
observation period of 11 years. In the case of Loviisa units, 139 safety-related
MOVs were studied. Totally 197 faults were identified during the observation
period of 3 years. The experience data have been obtained from the
computerized failure reporting systems of the TVO plant and the Loviisa power
plant information system (LOTI).

3.3 Results of the RCM analysis

The RCM approach is mainly intended for identification of applicable and
effective maintenance tasks in technical systems where its subsystems may have
different functions [8]. The utilization of operating experiences is the key factor
in modification of the basic preventive maintenance (PM) program. Only this
analysis of operating experience provides an in-depth knowledge of the fault and
degradation mechanisms [9]. In the following Table 1, the most significant fault
modes of subcomponents within some functional categories are collected. In
addition, the corresponding effective PM tasks already included or to be further
proposed are given.

Based on these analysis results, the current testing, preventive, and corrective
maintenance tasks, as well as the need of monitoring systems and design
modifications, can be evaluated and the necessary improvements can be
considered by the utilities. One effective preventive maintenance action proposed
for consideration and enhancement was measurement and fingerprint monitoring
of stem forces and motor power in connection with functional testing of MOVs
in the plants and workshops. For an optimization of the intervals of the
preventive maintenance tasks, an analysis of the times between failures and trends
of the developing and functional failures and their fault modes using the same
experience data can be done.



Table 1. Motor operated valve drives. The listing of most important fault modes
of subcomponents and the corresponding PM tasks [4].

Category/
subcomponent

Actuator

Stem

Torque switch

Limit switch

Micro switch

Hand drive

Electrical power
supply

Contactors

Control system

Circuit board for
contactor relays

Contactor relay

Logic and
automation for
valve

Fault mode

Stiffness of stem
movement

Breaking cf stem nut

Wrong adjustment
/setting

Wrong setting

Stiffness of
mechanism

Dirtiness of contacts

Breaking of declutch
lever key

Dirtiness and
oxidation of contacts

Electric component
fault

Dirtiness of contacts

Electronic component
fault or unsuitable
design

Proposed preventive maintenance tasks

Scheduled inspection and functional test.
The measurement and monitoring of motor
power. Measurement of stem forces in
applicable cases. Scheduled cleaning and
lubrication of stem.

Scheduled inspection and functional test.
The measurement and monitoring of stem
forces and motor power. Replacement of
stem if necessary.

Scheduled functional test. The measurement
and monitoring of torque switch tripping.
Adjustment of torque switch. Measurement
of stem forces in applicable cases. Redesign
of MOV if necessary.

Scheduled functional test.

Scheduled functional test.

Scheduled inspection and test. Cleaning if
necessary.

Redesign.

Scheduled servicing. Cleaning if necessary.

Scheduled inspection and functional test.
Replacement if necessary.

Scheduled inspection and functional test.
Cleaning if necessary.

Scheduled inspection and functional test.
Resetting if necessary. Redesign if
necessary.



4 CONCLUSIONS

The combined use of the systematic analysis of operating experiences and the
decision tree logic of the reliability centered maintenance (RCM) was found very
promising. The application of the experience based analysis of RCM formed a
systematic model for analysis, improvement and justification of an existing
preventive maintenance program of equipment from the safety, reliability and
maintenance effectiveness point of view. E.g. the measurement and monitoring
of the motor power, the measurement of stem forces in applicable cases, and
scheduled cleaning and lubrication of stem are recommended as preventive tasks
to enhance the closing and opening reliability of MOVs in safety-critical
applications.

The applications were performed for operating plants having an extensive
operating experience. The performing of such a systematic maintenance planning
requires still a considerable effort from both the analysts and the customers. This
resource problem has however to a large extent been reduced by improvement of
the computer aided reliability analysis and documentation tools. An increased
experience in definition, preparation, performance and documentation of the
studies contributes also to a reduction of the personnel resources needed from the
customer in the realization of the analysis.
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CO-ORDINATED RESEARCH PROGRAM ON MANAGEMENT OF AGEING OF MOTOR
OPERATED ISOLATING VALVE

1
UTILITY AND PLANT

1.1
Imatran Voima Oy (IVO)

Imatran Voima is a State owned diversified group of
companies in the energy sector currently undergoing
rapid international expansion. The Group's business
activities include the production of electric energy
31 TWh (49% of the total supply in Finland, incl.
import and shares) and district heat; their
transmission and bulksale; research, planning and
construction related to these, and consulting
services in Finland and abroad. IVO Group consists
of IVO Transmission Ltd, IVO Generation Services
Ltd, IVO International Ltd and some other minor
subsidiaries.

IVO owns a good 50% of the high-voltage (400 JcV, 220
kV and 110 kv, 10630 km) network in Finland. The
daily operation in the whole country is also
controlled by the IVO System Control Centre as well
as the electricity trade with the Nordic countries.
IVO's power plants use many different "fuel"
sources; uranium (2 x 445 MWe, Loviisa), coal (4 x
250 MWe, Inkoo), hydro (155 MWe, Imatra) and peat
(75 MWe, 160 MWt, Rauhalahti). In total, the IVO's
electric capacity is about 5,700 MWe.

IVO was founded 1932 and has today about 5500
employees. The share capital is about 910 FIM
million, the turnover in 1992 was worth 5747 FIM
million.

1.2
Loviisa Power Plant

Finland's first nuclear power plant is located on
the island of Hãstholmen in the town of Loviisa
which is on the south coast of Finland, about 60
miles from Helsinki, the capital. The power plant
comprises two 445 MW PWR-units and the commercial
production in the first unit started in May 1977 and
in the second in January 1981. Until today Loviisa 1
has generated 56 TWh and Loviisa 2 46 TWh, total 102
TWh (Net, September 1993).

CRP of management of ageing of MOV
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The Loviisa power plant was a multinational project.
The main equipment was delivered by AEE (Soviet
Union), but, for instance, the control equipment,
automatics and the plant protection system were
supplied by Siemens-KWU, and the ice condenser by
Westinghouse. The safety principles are Western. For
instance, in all safety systems there are two
redundancies, and within a redundancy all active
components are duplicated.

The Loviisa reactors are of the Soviet-built
WER-440 type. In the primary circuit there are six
loops with six horizontal steam generators. The
whole primary circuit consists of 170 tonnes of
water. Main circulation pumps are Finnish-made. Two
turbines and generators for each unit are
Soviet-made, and their rated output is 235 MW. The
thermal output of the reactor is 1375 MW and the
electric output (gross) is 465 MW.

IVO buys the fuel, annual reload of 14.5 t of U02
per unit, from the Soviet Union, and the spent fuel
is also returned to the Soviet Union. The nuclear
fuel is under the control of the IAEA. The final
repository for other active waste is beeing
excavated in the bedrock of Hãstholmen. The
decommissioning waste will be placed in the same
repository.

2
BACKGROUND

A strong need for updating the qualification of
electrical and instrumentation equipment of nuclear
power plants has arisen during the last ten years.
Especially the equipment which are located inside
the containment and which are needed during or after
a major accident must fulfill very stringent
environmental qualification requirements. The
ability to withstand the accident environment
conditions must be shown either by testing or by
analysis.

A utility oriented electrical and instrumentation
qualification program was developed by IVO for the
Loviisa NPP. The program is based on the safety
functions of the plant where the plant-specific
accident conditions are taken into account. A
special computer-aided system was developed for the
equipment data management.

CRP of management of ageing of MOV
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Backfitting project for LOCA- and MSLB-qualified
valves and sizing check for all other safety-related
MOVs is the part of this qualification program.

Other reason why this project was set up was that it
was admitted almost everywhere in the world, that in
the '70s actuators were oversized. This meant that,
because the valve operation had to be assured in
every situation in difficult conditions also
(temperature, pressure, radiation, moisture,
undervoltage, and so on), very high torques "were
chosen" for actuators. This led to many
abnormalities in valves, particularly after failures
in limit and torque mechanisms. In IVO we started to
look closer into this problem after studying it
elsewhere and after having suffered some stem
damages at our plant.

At the Loviisa Power Plant there are some 140 valves
which are classified as LOCA- or MSLB-valves (later
only LOCA-classified valves). IVO set up a project
which qualified the electric actuators as accident
classified within five years, starting from 1988. If
some of the old valves did not fulfill the very
strict sizing principles described later, the valves
or parts of them had also been replaced.

The main principle for the MOVs is that in all
LOCA-qualified valves (and some others, too) the
actuator may not, in any circumstances, damage the
valve, and in all circumstances, the torque must be
sufficient to operate the valve.

After the completion of the sizing check in the
LOCA-program, IVO went on with a sizing check for
all other safety-related valves (about 500
positions). For these valves the requirements are
not as strict as those for the LOCA-qualified
valves. The safety factors may be different, and the
switch-failure-criteria is not required for every
valve. They were inspected, and the sizing was
checked. In the worst cases, measures must also be
taken: actuator changes, stem changes, voltage
regulation or other measures. These measures will be
chosen after IVO will have complete data about the
MOV-combinations.

CRP of aanagement of ageing of MOV
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STATUS OF MOVS AT THE LOVIISA NPP

3.1
Electric actuator

3.2
Cables

LOCA-classified actuators are from the German
manufacturer AUMA with Loca-proof BARTEC-BARLIAN
cable entries and Loca-proof HARTING plugs (slide
3). The limit switches of these actuators are made
by PETERCEM/ABB, and they are Loca-proof with
hermetically sealed enclosure with nitrogen gas
filling.

Also the LOCA-proof power and instrumentation cables
and the penetrations of the containment were changed
during the program. Where more stable voltage was
needed, the diameter of the cables was enlarged.

The magnetic valves of the pneumatic actuators
must'also be changed to Loca-proof ones, but, in
some cases, requires this only changing of the
packings. Still it was no use to replace or to
improve these solenoid valves if the limit switches
of the air-conditioning sheet were not Loca-proof.
So they had to be replaced as well.

3.2.1
Methods used for evaluating remaining useful lifetime

Activities during operation are an essential part of
the Loviisa equipment qualification program. These
include both the maintenance activities, like tests
done in regular intervals, and an ageing monitoring
program. The latter consists of analyses of
naturally aged cable materials and cable
penetrations. Special samples of all cable types are
kept in the normal operation environment. Their
insulation and sleeving materials are tested at
certain intervals to control the changes of their
mechanical properties.

CRP of management of ageing of MOV
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DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES AND THE CRP QUESTIONNAIRE

4.1
Understanding of MOV ageing

At Loviisa we have a plant wide computer system for
making work orders and other documents needed to get
for instance the repair of the MOV done. After the
work is completed the supervisor fills the needed
history of the repair (what was wrong, which were
the used spare parts and so on). This history
information is filed in this same computer system.
There is also filed the way how this malfunction was
detected. Was it during the periodic test or during
the operation when the MOV was needed or some other
situation. We have had this system since 1989 so it
is very hard to get information about older
malfuctions.

4.2
Monitoring MOV ageing

4.2.1
Diagnosis system

Now we are developing a system of how to be aware of
the state of the LOCA-valve and actuator during
their operational period (30 years). For instance,
we have obtained an MOV diagnosis system to check
what the current settings for the torque limit
switches are and whether there has happened
something with the valve or the actuator during the
period ( 1-2 years). We are also able to check the
tightness of LOCA actuators after the assembly, and
even after that whenever it is needed, and if the
actuator is not tight, we simply try to find out
what is wrong. Tightness is measured with
pressurised air and manometer through the threaded
hole in the plug cover.

Our system is provided by Siemens KWU and itss
commercial name is Siemens DEA/DAW. By using this
device we are able to measure following electrical
parameters :

* current
* voltage
* power
* function of the limit switches
* driving time
* switching delays at the switching plant

CRP of management of ageing of MOV
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4.2.2
Experiences

Different kind of torques are calculated from the
power of the motor and from the angle of the torque
measuring device of the actuator by the diagnosis
facility. This concerns the situation were we
driving the actuator right beside the actuator. At
the work shop while doing the calibration
measurements we are able to see right torques for
torque limit settings.

All LOCA-actuators are beeing monitored by the
facility once a year during the outage.

We have found several inaccuracies by measuring
actuator and valve combinations. We have detected
for instance following faults in the MOVs which
would have been much harder to locate without the
MOV diagnosis device:

* Bended stem
* Foreign parts between the gear wheels
* Hydraulic locking of the spring pack etc.

4.3
Risk and reliability assesment of MOV ageing

We do not use any probabilistic models to descripe
MOV ageing.

4.4
MOV qualification methods and guidelines

The aim is to monitor the MOV performance during
their operational period by using the diagnosis
system and begin the corx-ective actions before the
malfuction occurs. Or begin the right maintenance
actions before the performance of the MOV is out of
the technical specifications.

4.5
Guidelines for MOV maintenance

At this moment the maintenance is based on the
knowledge of the behaviour of the used materials
(mainly sealings) and recommedations by the
manufacturer.

But when we get enough information by using MOV
diagnosis facility and other methods, we hope we are
able to define some new methods for predictive
maintenance of MOV.

CRP of management of ageing of MOV
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OTHER EXPERIENCE

5.1
Quality It was noticed that the test certificates and

reports do not allways ensure the quality, if the
manufacturer does not pay attention enough to the
quality control at the factory. On the other hand
even if the equipment is qualified the poor
installation might spoil the qualification. This
concerns mainly cable penetrations with cable
joints, but also maintenance activities during the
outage.

CRP of HanageBent of ageing of MOV
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The problem of equipment lifetime estimation, prediction,
monitoring and management occupies one of the key places in power
equipment use practice. Especially urgent this problem is now, when
the first generation of Russian NPPs is near or already reached the
design lifetime. Besides, the operating organization has additional
problems due to move strict requirements to NPP safety, transfer to
licence operation system and the existing economic situation in the
country. Thus the operating organization (first of all) making faces
a set of problems, related to the necessity of decision on further
use of both separate equipment and NPP as a whole. Successful
solution of these problems will lead not only to safety operation
more and more strict requirement meeting but also, undoubtedly, to
significant economic effect achievement, first of all due to
equipment and NPF (as a whole) lifetime possible extension, that is
confirmed also by foreign expert assessments made on the basis of
economic aspect study of NPPs with expired lifetime.

In order to solve the above mentioned problems the Russian
Industrial Scientif - Technical programme (ISTF) "RESORS" is
developed the implementation of which will allow to work out
regulatory-methodological basis providing legal and technical
solution of NPP equipment lifetime management, prediction, monitoring
and estimation problems. Scientific supervisor of the programme is
VNIIAES. Leading' experts of industrial scientific-research, design,
and operating organization [VNIIAES, RDIPE (ENTER), 0KB GP Design
Eurean, OKBM Design Burean, and so onl as well as of NPP equipment
manufacturers, nuclear power plants etc. take part in the
implementation of the programme. General diagram of ISTP "Resurs"
work organization is presented in Fig. 1.

The programme envisages several areas of efforts (Fig. 2).
Area 1. Inspection cf equipment technical status. Equipment
classification and selection of priorities for performing lifetime
monitoring, estimation, prediction and management.
Area 2. Development of regulatory-methodological support for
monitoring, estimating, predicting and managing NPP equipment
11fetime characterist i cs.
Area 3. Monitoring and diagnostics of equipment technical status.
Area 4. Introduction of software-methodological and techiïical support
at NPPs; equipment lifetime monitoring, estimation, prediction and
management.

The programme is implemented in several stages, which boundaries
are rather conventional and are depended on the funds which are at
the disposal. The implementation of the programme began in April
1993. At present in the framework of this programme the review
analysis of the existing national regulatory-methodological basis for
equipment lifetime management, prediction, estimation and monitoring
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was completed, allowing to elaborate the structure and l ist of the
necessary regulatory-methodological documents. The following*
principles provide the basis for this structure (Fig.3).

1. Review of the total life cycle of equipmnt including design,
validation, manufactura, installation, testing, operation,
maintenance and decommissioning.

£. Comparison of the costs of equipment decommissioning and
replacement by new equiprr&nt with the cost of equipment lifetime
extension including costs for monitoring equipment technical status,
assessing equipmnt ageing under the impact of actual damaging
factors.

3. Account of existence at NPP of equipments with lifetimes
equal to NPP unit lifetime and of equipments with lifetime which
entails their replacements during unit operation.

4. Account of existence of unique and expensive components which
cannot be subjected to full-scope lifetime tests and with lifetimes
which have to be constantly monitored arid can be updated m the
course cf с Deration.

5. Maximum possible use of existing Codes S- Standards and
methodologies.

6. Step-by-step development of regulatory and methodological
documents in accordance with the levels of problems being resolved.

was taken into account that the exist ins1 situation inBe si des
Russia (disruption of economic relations between equipment suppliers
and customers. who found themselves in different CIS
member-countries, difficulties of interpayments etc. ) leads to the
necessity of maximum possible (but grounded) use of the existing
equipment which lifetime has reached or is near the expire date,
established by technical specifications.

Taking into account goals and tasks which should be achieved
while providing

1
 NFF equipment lifetime monitoring, estimation and

prediction (that is achievement of maximum economic effect during
equipment operation, NFP safety requirements provided), the above
mentioned principles the developed regulatory-methodological document
structure includes documents of three levels (Fig. 4).

Level 1: general regulatory basis (Codes 3- Standards) for NPP
equipment lifetime monitoring, estimation, prediction and management.

Level Z: methodological support for the study of NPP equipment
agei ng mecham sms.

Level 3: methodological support for the estimation and
prediction of lifetime characteristics of specific equipment of Class
1,2 according to 0PB-8S.

The solution of level 1 problème should be provided by the
following regulatory documents:
- Rules of equipment selection during NPP design;
- Order of ÎÏPP equipment lifetime monitoring, estimation, prediction

and management;



- Content and general rules ror setting requirements for MPF'|
equipment lifetime characteristics;

- Order of setting1 and validating* the requirements for NPP equipment
1 ifetiiné character!st ics;

- Guide for NPP equipment inspection to perform equipment lifetime
monitoring1, estimation, prediction and management;

- Technical requirements to methodological and software support for
estimating and predicting NPP equipment lifetime characteristics;

- Guide for in-servi ce testing' and monitoring1 of NPP equipment
residuallifetime;

- Guide for NPP equipment lifetime monitoring, estimation, prediction]
and management;

In order to substantiate the above-mentioned documents second I
level problems should be solved:

- Equipment operation "history" data acquisition procedures!
should be determined and implemented, including ucording of the I
conducted maintenance/repair forms and extent, operational modes,
change of operational instructions and other information needed to I
manage lifetime;

- NPP main equipment ageing prevailing mechanisms are revealedl
(Equipment class 1,2 according to OPB-88);

- Mathematical models, describing equipment and structure]
material ageing prevailing processes are selected or developed;

- Endurance indicator est mat ion procedures are developed,
specified ageing mechanisms provided.

Level 3 problems include the development of Class 1,2 specified!
equipment endurance prediction and estimation procedures.

They will allow to solve NPP main equipment lifetime management,
prediction, estimation and monitoring problems.

NPF equipment operation experience shows that the solution ofl
Level 2,3 problems requires conducting of definite investigations!
without which it is impossible for specific equipments in actual!
operational conditions to develop "successful" procedures for!
endurance indicator estimation and prediction, since the existing!
procedures, from one side, do not cover completely equipment scope!
and from the other side - not everybody has passed Russian Federation!
Gosatomnadzor qualificat ion.

Thus, the formed structure has allowed to determine minimur
necessary list of regulatory-methodological documents needed
conduct NPP equipment lifetime monitoring, estimation, prediction anc
management (Fig. 5).

Taking into account the presented list step-by-step principle|
the primary problem, which is now being solved under ISTP "Resurs'1

is the development of the following documents (Fig. 6):
- Concepts of NPP equipment lifetime monitoring, estimation,]
prediction and management;
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- Guidelines for NPP equipment lifetime monitoring, estimation,
prediction and n&nagen&nt including residual lifetime monitoring;

- Guidelines for NPP equipment inspection for the purpose of NPP
equipment lifetime monitoring, estimation, prediction and
management;

- Technical requirements to methodologies and software for estimating
a'iu predicting NPP equipment lifetime characteristics;

- Guideline r in-es for in-sservice monitoring cf NPP equipment residual
lifetime.

Development of the given list of regulatory and methodological
documents is conducted at all problem levels together with primary
regulatory document development.

At present activities are underway to develop
regulatory-méthodelogical approaches to NPP equipment lifetime
monitoring, estimation, prediction and management. General approach
tc NPP equipment lifetime monitoring, estimation, prediction and
manage nient implementation is given at the diagram in Fig. 7. The
given diagram is the basis for NPP equipment lifetime monitoring,
estimation, prediction and management regulatory-methodological
document development.
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AREAS OF EFFORTS UNDER THE "RESURS" ("LIFETIME") PROGRAMME

Area 1. Inspection of equipment technical status. Equipment
classification and selection of priorities for performing lifetime
monitoring, estimation, prediction and management

Area 2. Development of regulatory-methodological support for
monitoring, estimating, predicting and managing NPP equipment
lifetime characteristics.

AreaS. Monitoring and diagnostics of equipment technical
status.

Area 4. Introduction of software-methodological and technical
supportât NPPs; equipment lifetime monitoring, estimation,
prediction and management.



PRINCIPLES FOR ESTABLISHING THE STRUCTURE OF REGULATORY
AND METHODOLOGICAL DOCUMENTS TO PERFORM NPP EQUIPMENT

LIFETIME MONITORING, ESTIMATION, PREDICTION AND MANAGEMENT

1. Review of the total life cycle of equipment including design, validation,
manufacture, installation, testing, operation, maintenance and
decommissioning.

2. Comparison of the costs of equipment decommissioning and replacement
by new equipment with the cost of equipment lifetime extension including
costs for monitoring equipment technical status, assessing equipment
ageing under the impact of actual damaging factors.

3. Account of existence at NPP of equipments with lifetimes equal to NPP
unit lifetime and of equipments with lifetime which entails their replacements
during unit operation.

4. Account of existence of unique and expensive components which cannot
be subjected to full-scope lifetime tests and with lifetimes which have to be
constantly monitored and can be updated in the course of operation.

5. Maximum possible use of existing Codes & Standards and
methodologies.

6. Step-by-step development of regulatory and methodological documents in
accordance with the levels of problems being resolved.



LEVELS OF DOCUMENTS NEEDED FOR NPP EQUIPMENT LIFETIME
MONITORING, ESTIMATION, PREDICTION AND MANAGEMENT

Level 1: general regulatory basis (Codes & Standards) for NPP
equipment lifetime monitoring, estimation, prediction and
management.

Level 2: methodological support for the study of NPP
equipment ageing mechanisms.

Level 3: methodological support for the estimation and
prediction of lifetime characteristics of specific equipment



PRIORITIES BEING RESOLVED UNDER THE "RESURS" ("LIFETIME")
PROGRAMME

- Concepts of NPP equipment lifetime monitoring, estimation,
prediction and management;

- Guidelines for NPP equipment lifetime monitoring,
estimation, prediction and management including residual lifetime
monitoring;

- Guidelines for NPP equipment inspection for the purpose of
NPP equipment lifetime monitoring, estimation, prediction and
management;

-Technical requirements to methodologies and software for
estimating and predicting NPP equipment lifetime characteristics;

- Guidelines for in-service monitoring of NPP equipment
residual lifetime.
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NPP operation concept

Quality assurance programme

Concept of NPP equipment lifetime monitoring,
estimation, prediction and management

Terems and definitions of GOST 27.002-89 standard

Level 1 problems-
General regulatory basis for NPP equipment lifetime monitoring,

estimation, predrction and management

Rules of equipment selection
during NPP design stage

ОРВ-88Д08-89, PNEG-7 etc.

Content and general rules for
setting requirements for NPP

equipment lifetime characteristics

GOST27.003-90, OTT-e7,GOSI26291-84

Order of NPP equipment Ifetlme
monitoring, estimation, predctlon

and management

•Order estaW..1

Order of setting and
validatingthe requirements

for iPP equipment
lifetime characteristics

Guide for In-service testing
and monitoring of NPP

equipment residual Ifeteime

RD 50-690-89. RD 50-491-84,
RD 50-476-84 etc.

Level 2 problems-

Technical requtemnts
to methodological and software

support for estimating and
predicting NPP equipment

lifetime characteristics

RD50-204-e7.
OTTASUTP-86etc.

Guide for NPP equipment Ifetlme
monitoring, estimation, predctton

and management

GOST (Suspended)

Guide for NPP equipment
Inspection to perform equipment

lifetime monitoring, estimation,
prediction and management

Methodological support for 1he study of NPP equipment ageing mechanisms

Methodology íor estimating
and predtetrig endurance
Indicators of equipment

subject to wear

RD5CM23-83

Methodology for estimating
and predicting endurance

Indkxrtors of NPP equipment
subject to effects of several

Identical factors

Level 3 problems-

Meihodotoglcal support for estimating and predicting the lifetime characteristics
of specific Class 1 & 2 components accordrig to OPB-88 Guide

Methodology for estimating
and predicting reactor vessel

endurance hdcatois

Methodology for
estimating and predicting

endurance Indkxitors
of electric cables

Ust of Regulatory and Methodological Documents Needed for NPP Equipment
Lifetime Monitoring, Estimation, Prediction and Management.
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The report contains brief description of the main activity

stages for testing, evaluation and prediction of reliability factors

(including characteristics and factors of longevity) for ÏÏPP

operating equipment. Valves equipped with electric drive that are

installed in level control system of steam generator in WER-1000

reactor are taken as an example. Main emphasis is made on

classification o.f failures which had taken place during operation, on

detection of prevailing mechanisms of-ageing and on assessment of

operation factors of reliability and methods of their testing,

assessment and prediction. Principles of product ageing parameters

selection are briefly described as well as mathematic methods used

for quantitative assessment of products reliability factors according

to its operation data. The report includes considerations on

procedure of operating evaluation, testing and prediction of complex

unique equipment based on testing of state vectors path,

probabilities of defining parameters to be tested characterising

operabiliiy of set components within the assumed boundaries written

in design and operation documentation are components of the vectors

mentioned above.

At present in Russia (and in CIS countries) there has been

established the following approach to operation of power engineering

equipment operation during design lifetime in conditions and modes

of application defined in design and operation documentation. But

insufficient consideration was given to study problem how technical

state of equipment was changing at operation that is to ageing

problem. Quite recently there have been starting active developments

and attempts to introduce into operation practice different systems

and methods of evaluation and prediction of various equipment types

and systems technical state. However those activities in majority of

cases were performed independently and up to recent time weren't

coordinated properly. In this sense Joint effort under the industry

scientific and technical programs "Resource" and "Reliability" under

YKIIAES leadership should be certain use while resolving the above



High interest to problems of equipment ageing (aooording to our

opinion ageing is accumulation of irreversible changes in structural

materials and/or technical status of equipment resulting in reaching

limit state) is caused first of all by the fact that the lifetime of

operating first generation NPF either approached its design end or

already achieved it. It is also caused by the possibility to get

economic effect due to extending lifetime of equipment above that of

defined by the design with meeting of NPP safe operation requirements.

So one can distinguish several stages (Fig.1) when one makes

quantitative evaluation of lifetime characteristics of operating

equipment :
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structure process diagram analysis; operation experienoe in

particular, qualitative study of the processes taking place in

operation of equipment; classification of possible failures and

damage concerning operation data;

- selection and setting of assumed limit values of ageing parameter

(parameters), so such one (such ones) monitoring of which changing

during operation will allow not only record the accumulated

nonreversible changes in structure materials of equipment but

even implementing certain methods they will allow to perform

quantitative evaluation and prediction of reliability factors for the

concrete unit of equipment including lifetime characteristics, that

is the most responsible moment at solving tasks to evaluate and

forecast technical state;

- analysis of the existing operation data on reliability of the

product to be analyzed which availability determines type of

mathematical instrument which is to be used to carry out quantitative

evaluation of lifetime characteristics;

- selection of mathematical model and calculation of lifetime

characteristics.

Calculation of assumed limited values of ageing parameter (AP)

is rather complicated task. In some cases assumed limited values of

ÃP could be established by experts considering requirements of design

plans and specification (criteria of limiting state). Prom our point

of view it is more expedient to find such values considering



reliability requirements for each particular unit of non-linear

optimization task. The aiming function of this task is the

minimization of lose of generation of electric power and requirements

on safety (in particular frequency of core melting) are considered as

limitations.

In general case depending on availability of initial data while

evaluating and. prediction reliability factors of particular equipment

units the following approaches are applied:

- evaluation and prediction of reliability for equipment having

representation statistical data on operating time between failures

and restoration time is possible by using classical statistical

methods /1/;

- it is possible to apply Bias method for equipment for which such

statistical data are not available but there are similar data on

products-analogies. Engineer interpretation of the method above might

be the following one: "correction" of mean statistical (obtain .on

great set of similar products) reliability factors on operation daca

of particular unit /2/;

- assessment and forecasting of reliability factors for equipment riot

having statistical data mentioned above is carried out by applying an

approach called "physical statistical" (Pig.2).

This method consists in approximation of time drift of the

parameter characterising accumulation of non-reversible changes in

structural materials (ageing parameter - AP) by deterministic

functions or continuous Markovian diffusion process /3,4/.

Subsequently the task to attain the given boundary in the process is

solved. Time necessary for AP attain assumed limiting value is

considered time necessary to attain limiting state by equipment and

corresponding distribution is considered as lifetime.

These both procedures are described in detail in Reds /3,4,5/ and

main calculating formulas are given in Pig 3-

To illustrate it come results are given bellow. They were

obtained while evaluation and prediction technical condition of the

motor-driven valve installed in level control system in WER-1000

unit steam generator. Classification of failures for the valve

mentioned above is given in the Table. The data are given for 16

power Units for time period from 1980-1991 (Fig. 4) /6/.
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Number

of

valves

and

obser-

vation

time

64
at 16
units

1980 -
1991

Failure type and number of failures

~ during observation time

Dest-
ruc-
tion
of
matin
parts

56

Dest-
ruc-
tion
of
bear-
ing
the
unit

8

Break
down
of
mech.
con-
nect

104

Break
down
of
conn.
coup-
le
with
EM

41

Tight
move
sti-
cking

32

Damage
of seal
integ-
rity

65

Damage
of
integ-
rity
of
vessel
cover

26

Damage
of
integ-
rity

7

Fai-
lure
in
geo-
metr
size

7

Oth-
ers

45

Total 391

Analysing experience of the given detail operation one can note

that side by side with failures caused by mechanical interactions of

elements of valves structure (wear and destruction of mating parts,

destruction of bearing unit and so on), there are failures caused by

effect of temperature stresses (damage of vessel-cover joint

integrity and so on).

Results of other equipment operation confirm it. Since 1979 to

1991 in WER-440 nine Units there were recorded 21 case of welds

defects of vessel seal in 108 main stop valves caused by corrosion

metal cracking under stress. Therefore it's possible to conclude that

main prevailing mechanisms influencing technical condition of

equipment during operation are the following:

- mean caused by interaction of structures elements in operation

(impact loads increase if valves actuate);

- corrosion and mechanical damage under the effect of fatigue

stresses caused by condition of operation.

Taking into account all mentioned above the following factors can

be suggested as ageing parameters; value of residual fatigue

stresses, caused by temperature fluctuations; characteristics of

electric drive supply current change in time permitting to record the
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change of technical valve condition caused by established prevailing

mechanisms; parameters of failures and events flow.

Considering ageing mechanisms mentioned above for valves

equipped with electric drive and analyzing well-known procedures for

evaluation and prediction of technical equipment condition one can

assume that accumulated fatigue stresses in structural materials of

equipment might be rather sensitive and useful parameter contributing

in assessment of current technical valve condition in particular in

delay mode. It's known that longevity of electric equipment

components is caused not only by (and not only much) level acting

stresses but by their dynamic in operation.

At the same time analysis of valves operation results show that

percentage of failures caused by material destruction at interaction

of the moving parts is rather significant.

Change of geometric sizes of the moving mating parts and efforts

needed for actuation striking and so on, leads surely to change of

nature and value of electric motor supply current in time. So in case

of increasing efforts required for actuation start-up current of

electric motor is sure to increase. It's possible to carry out

evaluation and forecasting of technical condition of valves with

electric drive if in operation under control one defines assumed

values of start-up current (in many cases this value is given in

specifications) and if one regulates dynamics of its change applying

procedures given earlier. Another value sensitive to change for

instance to change of moving parts geometric sizes is the time needed

that electric motor supply current reached nominal. The time will

sure be changed if sizes gaps and damages of moving parts increase.

It is generally known that the indicated parameters are rather

sensitive to such types of failures as:

- wear and destructive of the moving parts;

- damage of bearing joint;

- damage of connections in reduction gear;

- damage of connection of coupling between reduction gear and

electric motor, striking and so on.

It should be noted that two last parameters of ageing mentioned

above permit to identify changes of geometric sises, efforts at
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actuation and во on which, might not oause failures (relative high

sensitivity). It is considered to be important while performing

evaluation and forecasting of lifetime. —

Availability of sufficient statistics on failures and recovery

work for the considered valve permits to apply classical statistical

methods of its reliability factors forecasting and evaluation.

Control, evaluation and prediction of technioal state of

particular equipment unit in operation can be performed without them

by applying the following procedure.

Observation (surveillance time of operation to be under control)

is divided into equal rather long intervals (for example, one year).

It is assumed that parameter of failure intensity (model of Poisson

non-stationary process is accepted where failure intensity parameter

is piecewise constant in the time interval) is constant in each time

interval. Failure intensity parameter is calculated in each interval

(if operating time and number of failures are known in the given

interval) and comparison is made with assumed values (control) and

time required to reach limiting assumed value is calculated

(evaluation and prediction) according to the procedures described

above.

Operating evaluation of technical state ofreliable equipment

is of great interest.

Methods of classic statistics aren't effeotive to solve such

task. According to our point of view physical statistical method is

more suitable for it.

Operating evaluation and prediction of technical valve state (or

other complicated unique NPP equipment) is probability by the

parameters (measured and indirect ones) including diagnostic or ageing

parameters, tested at operation.

Get's assume that parameterstested in operation define completely

operability of valve components (elements of itB structural logical

diagram). Legitimacy of the lastassumption is confirmed in particular

by structural process analysisof V-320 Unit reliability made in /9/

where there are calculatedparameters and their values allowing to

identify technical state ofthe valve and its components.
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Suppose that we have a complex system (a valve in this case)

consisting of N components. Assume that:

- component failures (or change in the current status) are

indecentdent; behavior (technical condition) of each component is

described by the status vector A- = {P
1
 • (t), ,P .(t) }, where

P
4
 • are the values defined by the parameters being monitored during

operation;

- component failure occurs when at least one of the P. • vector

constituents exceeds the permissible limits;

- parameters describing behavior of each component are specified in

the design, operational and other technical documentation and

monitored independently;

- the vector constituents are the probabilities

parameters to remain in the permissible limits,

then parameter values characterising technical

components and the system in the time period

inspection time t, are defined from:

of thecontrolled

status

of dt

of the

following

n.
P

i
(t+dt) = П

(i)
(t+dt)

N
rij
i

P(t+dt) = п П
i=13=1

,(i)(t+dt)

(1)

(2)

where t is time of the technical status inspection;

nj - number of the д - component controlled parameters describing its

technical status;

N - number of the system components;

P.(t+dt) - parameter characterizing unchanging of the i - component

(i=1...N) technical status;

P
v
V(t+dt) - probabilities of the controlled parameters to remain in

the permissible limits;

P(t+dt) - parameter oharaoterizing unchanging of the system technical

status.

Thus, component and system status can be identified by

expressions (1) and (2), using trajectories of N components status

vectors Changs in time. Vector constituents are defined as



probabilities of the controlled parameters to remain in the assigned

limits during operation.

Let's dwell on the procedure and algorithmsof defining vector

constituents.

There are two consistent approaches to monitoring the controlled

parameters.

The first one is based upon approximation by the known determined

functions and involves the following. With the gradual change of the

controlled parameters during operation caused by ageing process and

the known distribution densities, probability of a parameter to

remain in the permissible limits can be calculated for any moment of

time using /8/.

Probability of the parameter to exceed the permissible limits is

proportion to the density distribution function area situated beyond

these limits. Assume that density distribution principle does not

change with time; realization of distribution density and its moment

function, being an approximation of the density distribution

parameters in time, changes in a monotonous fashion; at the initial

moment (inspection moment t) values of the controlled parameters are

within the permissible limits, then probability of a parameter to

exceed the limits during dt time is defined from /8/:

P(t+dt) =
[dq(Y.t)

dt

,Y=b

'Y=a

where q(Y,t) is a moment function approximating density distribution

parameters in time; Ь,э are permissible limits of the Y parameters

change.

Рог the normal density distribution and one-sided boundary

(supposition about monotonicity) we have /8/:

P(t+dt) =
2O

y
(t) dt

(3)
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where m (t) and a (t) are the functions of mathematical expectation

and mean square deviation of y(t) parameter being controlled during

operation.

To calculate the probability of a controlled parameter to exceed

the permissible limits at t+dt time we need to know moment functions

approximating the mit) and o (t) curves. Approximating the change of

mathematical expectation anddispersion of the technological process

parameters (obtained during operation) by the known moment functions

(power, linear, exponentialand combination of these) obtain

probability of a controlledparameter to exceed the permissible limits

within dt time from expression /3/. Then, from expression (1) find

parameters P-(t+dt) characterising component technicalstatus; and

from expression (2) obtain parameter P(t+dt) characterizing system

technical status.

While implementing the above algorithms for the specific

limits of P^(t+dt) and P(t+dt) change should be specified,

allows to identify technical status of components and systems.
rena/li л+ "î r\Y\ non Ьр

cases,

which

Then,
rtVim т л о ! e + o "í

The second approach uses representation of the technical status

monotonous change (and, of course, controlled parameters defining

component technical status) by the continuous Markovian diffusion

process (CMDP), obtaining its parameters (drift and diffusion

coefficients) and calculating probabilities of non-exceeding the

permissible limit CMDP within dt time from expression [4]:

adt-[c- 2a[c-m,At)]

ь

adt+[c-

where A(z) = J exp(-x /2)dx is the tabulated Laplace function;
-/2% -co

ni (t) - estimate of the oontiolled parameter mathematical expectation

function value at time t; с - boundary value of the parameter; a and

b - estimates of the CMDP drift and diffusion coefficients.

Similarly, vector constituents are found from expression (1 ) and

(2) - parameters characterizing component and system technical status,

and then assessment and prediction of the technical status isd one.
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The above algorithms can be implemented using soft and hardware
directly at the plants.

Finally it should be noted that_ the above techniques do not
exclude the possibility to use other techniques allowing to identify
NPP equipment technical status as well as assess and predict
reliability indicators in accordance with the described approaches.
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Stages of activity on Monitoring
Assessment, Prediction and Control of NPP

Faciloty Service dife.

1. Determination of the predaminant deteoration of the base
of analysis of its contructive-technological scheme, of
operating practice particularly in qualitative studies of
process during operating, ofinservice data classification of
potential failures and damages.

2. Choosing the deterioration parameter (or parameters) and
establishing its (their) tolerable value. Not only does this
parameter allow to record accumulated irreversible
changining the constructional materials of equipment during
operating but it is also used in certain methods in order to
estimate quantitatibly the indexes of reliability and to predict
them. That performance includes the service life as well
which is the main point of estimating and predicting
technical condition of equipment.

3. Analysis of available operating data concerning reliability
of studied device in order to pick up the mathematic mode
that could be use for quantitative estimation of ageing
characteristic.

4. Choosing mathematic method and calculation of the
ageing characteristic.

in-



Components reliability
control, estimation and

forecast

Analysis of existing
operational data

Large amount of Small amount
statistical informationof statistical information
on failure and repairs on failurei and repairs

No statistical
information on

failure and repairs

Methods of classical
statistics: choice of
distribution for the
moment when limit
condition is reached
and estimation of its

param Mers

Bayesian estimation
based on analogous

equipment

Fhisycal — statistical
m odels

i
Relay

W aibull

Analysis of
construction and
technological
process— choice
of Ageing Parameter

Lognormal

fE(A) =

XP(E/Ak)P(Ak)

_ P(E/A) f(A)
P(E/A) f(A)dA

Approxim ation

D e t e r -
ministic
function

Conti-
nuous
M arkovian
Diffusion
Process

Methods of reliability control, estimation and forecast for
NPP equipment and ways of their realization



Approximation of variation of ageing parameter Y
by diterministic functions

Mfí]

= a+JJt

where a, p\ у, OÙ -regress equation coefficients, are defineded by the conditiont D[Y]-»min
D[Y]-variation of experimental data from regress line,
M[T]-expectation of the time of tolerance boundary У ц т by the parameter Y

Approximation of variation of ageing parameter Y by
continuous Markovian diffusion process

where A.B-coeffidents of drift and diffusion of Markovian diffusion proccess,

*ы

my(ti)-estimation of mathematical expectation of the random process Y at the moment of time t;

DY(tj)-estimation of the dispersion of the random process Y at the moment of time t;

Y]jm, Y()-tolerable and initial value of the parameter Y;

M[T}jrn], DfTlinJ-mathematical expectation and despersion of the time of tolerance value
reaching by the parameter.



Classification of failures of valves 958—400—Э

Number
of

valves
and

observed
period

64,
1980-

1991

Classification of failure and their total quantity
over observed period

Destruc
tion of
conjug

ated
detals

56

Destnic
tion
of

bearing
tem

8

Destruc
tion
of

median
ical

oints

104

Viola -
. tion

of
torque
switch
joints

with el.
motor

41

Valve
Seizyre

32

Viola-
tion
of

gland
seal

leak-
tigh-
tness

65

Viola-
tion
of

leak-
tigh-
tness
lid—

vessel

26

Viola-
tion
of

leak-
tigh —
tness

7

Viola-
tion
of

geome
trical
sizes

7

Other

45

Total 391

Dominant process:
• Wear caused by interaction of moving parts;
• Corrosion and mechanical destructions under fatigue stresses caused

by operational conditions.

Control methods
a) Control of the value of fatigue stresses, caused by temperature

pulsations;
b) Characteristics of variation of feeding current with time.

Fig.4. Classification of failures and dominant ageing process
for valve 958 - 400 - Э.
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